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EDITORIAL
WHAT is a book," said Alice, "with
out pictures and conversation?"
Now our Firebrand this year has
no lack of pictures, but there is a
dearth of conversation; the intellectual and
artistic ventures of the college have so absorbed
the staflF that we seem to have lost sight of our
less imposing and more constant delights, our
pastimes. In the editorial, therefore, if we can
not converse we would at least make some
amends by praising the lighter side of the col
lege. Pastimes have been said to be an index to
character, so we may be glad that ours have the
charm of wholesome simplicity. They are for
the most part light and gay, but we have higher
flights as well.
Our amusements fall naturally into those of
the week-end and those within the week.
Week-end pleasures are both of the city and
of the campus but tales of the former often
make entertainment throughout the week.
The city pastimes vary from shopping and
afternoon tea at the Mark Hopkins to evening
parties and the always new pleasure of home
after absence. Campus pleasures are as varied
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as the groups that make up the college. There
are shopping tours to the village, days spent at
Bolinas, and long evenings at the fire while the
radio plays; bridge, dancing, popping corn and
reading aloud; and some of us dare to supplant
the radio by singing ballads at the piano. Then
there are anxious groups at jig-saw puzzles,
amusingly proud of each achievement.
During the week there are the daily visits to
the tea-house and long walks in the hills, where
the adventure of following queer-twisted roads
ends at heights that on sunny days overlook the
vivid blueness of the Bay. There are of course
unfortunates who are susceptible to poison oak
and must walk in more civilized paths. To
them the road to town is pleasingly familiar.
If the mail happens to have brought them a
cheque the delights of feasting may be theirs,
or they can patronize Mr. Woolworth's; or
even Mr. Albert's for mittens or sweaters.
Should any not be prosperous there is the un
failing consolation of graham crackers, which,
be it known, one freshman considered choice
enough, to be given up for Lent. At night there
is always the fireplace. Here the more con
scientious talk about assignments, others knit
sweaters which they will never complete or
12
compare notes on their sewing for the Mis
sions; still others discuss in rambling fashion
their philosophy of life, often interrupted by
caustic comments from the more witty and less
appreciative. There is one ardent group to
whom astronomy has become a pastime. Even
in windy weather they climb four flights of
stairs to the roof of Guzman to study the
pageant of the heavens. It is beautiful there on
clear nights, in a world apart, with only the
stars for light, and the telescopes to look into
unknown worlds. The most exciting of these
adventures this year was watching the Leonides
at three in the morningwith breakfast at dawn.
There are also Spanish, Italian, and like clubs
which mingle intellectual endeavors with con
versation and tea. And there are the staffs of the
periodicals, who labor with "prodigious bustle"
and much merriment. To be sure the doings of
these worthies (or unworthies) are regarded in
two lights, as strain and as fun. Most of the col
lege think of work on the publications as more
pain than joy, but to the staffs it is pastime, if
not "pure gain"; there is a matchless thrill in
playing with "poor harmless paper that might
have gone to print a Shakespeare on and was
instead so clumsily defaced with nonsense."
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Evelyn Asher
Major: Economics, History
Current Events Club
Beta Phi
Spanish Club
Evelyn ASHER is small and, above all,
feminine in appearance. She has wide-
open blue eyes, fair smooth hair, a quick
smile and a lovable manner. She is always
neatly dressed and she has a quiet competence
about her that is seen in the sensible way in
which she uses her leisure, now slipping away to
the library where she quietly and thoroughly
accomplishes her work while other people are
idly enjoying life, now alone in the White Room
practicing songs for the little children she loves
to teach. Her gentle and friendly appearance
draws lonely and troubled people to her, and
her kindly sympathy keeps them her unwaver
ing friends. Her strong will under her gentle
manner influences them without their know
ing it.
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in windy weather they climb four flights of
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pageant of the heavens. It is beautiful there on
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Adrienne Balch
Major: French
Chairman Social Committee '3 2 French Club
V
A DRIENNE B ALCH is tall and striking-
/\ ly handsome. She often wears a mask
I V of boredom, but she is in reality in
terested in everything about her, en
thusiastic at the thought of an unexpected
adventure and surprisingly interested in teach
ing. She is also impulsive and has a habit of
making strong and definite statements, which,
however, she unhesitatingly changes the mo
ment she realizes that they are wrong. She is
versatile in conversation and she enjoys keep
ing harmony among her friends, a large group,
all of whom seem to have a turn for argument.
Little children appear to awaken the loveliest
things in her character. When she likes people
she never ceases in her efforts to make others
like them, too. Her favorite sports are riding
and sailing, both of which she especially enjoys
in her beloved Hawaiian Islands.
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Helene Barnewitz
Major: Music
Music Club
French Club
HELENE BARNEWITZ is a vivid bru
nette, one of our most gifted and gra
cious singers, as pleased to take part in
a chorus as to appear on the stage alone.
She is a breezy sort of person, now lighthearted,
now serious. Little things often seem of the
greatest importance to her, perhaps because she
has a temperamental side which she is striving
to suppress. Some think she has unusually good
judgment about people; others say that she
idealizes her friends; and still others that she is
cynical. Her presence is unfailing at the nightly
rosary at Edge Hill, and she has been so success
ful as the head of that house that her subordi
nates say that she really had nothing to do.
19
Nora Beronio
Major: Sociology, Economics
Circolo Italiano
Sociology Club
Nora BERONIO has blue eyes and
her skin has a dehcate pallor accentu
ated by the smooth dark hair that she
always wears classically drawn away
from her broad forehead. She is impulsive and
warm-hearted and sometimes moody because
of trivial mishaps, but her sense of the ridicu
lous usually makes her see the comical side of
even the most serious situation. Her store of
anecdotes and stories seems to have no end.
Politics and matters of state fascinate her. In
any center of political discussion she may be
found contributing information and opinions
definitely and enthusiastically. She enjoys
greatly a small group of sympathetic friends.
21
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Kathleen Breschini
Major: Music
Music Club
Little Theatre Workshop
Circolo Italiano
Kathleen breschini has dark
wavy hair, sharp brown eyes and a
friendly smile. She is quiet and unas
suming, but gives the impression of a
brisk capability. She is kind, generous with her
time and very sympathetic. College has given
her confidence in her ability to the extent that
one would hardly recognize the timid self-
conscious freshman she once was in the well-
poised senior. She is conspicuously industrious
and has almost appropriated a music room at
Angelico.
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Virginia Cain
Major; Sociology, Economics
Art Club
Beta Phi
Sociology Club
VIRGINIA CAIN IS short and she has a
rather plump figure. Her features are
sharp and well-defined and seem all to
point upwards in an impish manner.
Her lips are usually parted slightly on the verge
of an engaging smile. Whether at home or at
college, she is always immaculately neat and
well groomed from her hair to her shoe-laces.
She is serious minded and has the ability to meet
situations with a cool, level head. Strange to
say, however, trivialities upset her so much that
she can fly into a rage over the smallest and most
unimportant event imaginable though she for
gets differences easily. She is not a student by
inclination, but she has remarkable application.
If a heated argument is in progress, she is usual
ly involved. She upholds her point far into the
night and nothing will ever induce her to
change her opinion.
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CiTA CaPUCCIO
Major: French
Circolo Italiano
CITA CAPUCCIO'S manner is as
charming as her appearance. Her sim
ple graciousness puts all about her at
ease, and makes them eager to take ad
vantage of her unfailing hospitality and gener
osity. She is both a sympathetic listener and an
interesting speaker. Her conversation, more
over, is made more entertaining because it leaps
suddenly from the serious to the humorous, and
covers a wide range of topics on which she pos
sesses an amazing amount of knowledge. No
doubt much of this knowledge is due to the fact
that she is an excellent student whose abilities
range from foreign languages to mathematics.
She is a keen judge of persons, able to see the
faults even of those nearest to her, but she is
able to disregard these weaknesses even if they
are annoying to her. When her temper does ap
pear, it is shortlived, for it is impossible to dark
en her sunny nature for any length of time.
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Margaret Casassa
Major: Sociology, Economics
Executive Board *3 3
President W. A. A. Board *32
W, A. A. Board *31
President Class *32
Vice-president Class *31
Firebrand Staff
Sociology Club
ONE cannot think of Margaret Casassa
and at the same time think of haste.
Nothing about her is hurried; her
actions are detailed and methodical;
her speech is calm and inclined to be rather
drawling, and not even in moments of greatest
excitement does she lose her leisureliness of
motion. Her unruffled exterior, however, is de
ceiving. She has keen and quick humor as well
as a fiery temper, which dies as fast as it rises
and is never followed by any petty action. She
is willing to listen to an opposing viewpoint
and if she finds it reasonable a sense of fairness
enables her to come to just and wise decisions.
An erect carriage and an airy tilt to her chin
bespeak capability; a friendly glance for each
passerby gives indication of general good humor
and cordiality.
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Evelyn Cunningham
Major: Economics, History
Spanish Club
Evelyn Cunningham has freckles
and beautiful orange-red hair, but she
does not often display the fiery temper
which commonly accompanies these
physical characteristics. She has in general an
even and good-natured disposition, although
she is a bit blunt and outspoken. Idiosyncrasies
bother her to the extent that she has no patience
with people who say "Hello, how are you" at
every meeting during the day. She often seems
indifierent and is certainly reserved, but her
friends find her a jolly and entertaining com
panion. Her room and her dress are always neat;
she likes order, even to the economical measur
ing of her time. She is extremely conscientious
and interested in her school work and she has
an indomitable will and enviable courage.
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Marian Daly
Major: Sociology, Economics
Sociology club
Albertus Magnus Club
Marian DALY is good-natured,
easy-going and independent. No one
ever knows what she will do next or
what she will say. She loves telling
fantastic stories and writing fiction-like let
ters. She has a charitable attitude towards both
acquaintances and friends and tries to find
something good in everyone. She has a distinct
dislike for arguing, and always avoids becom
ing involved in the arguments of her friends.
She enjoys athletics and is most happy when i
golfing or playing tennis. She is often impul
sive and does things which she later regrets. She
enjoys being with people and is seldom seen
alone, but is always with one or two friends, of
whorn she has a great number.
'S . •' o
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Mary Friedenbach
Major: History
Secretary Student Affairs Board '32
Chairman Social Committee '33
Student Affairs Board '3 3
President Current Events Club '3 3
Spanbh Club
Mary FRIEDENBACH is tail and
straight and substantial looking. She
has curly black hair and curly-lashed
blue eyes, but strong angular fea
tures. She talks with a lisp which, with her
shining eyes, belies occasional weightiness to be
found in her conversation. She is often at
heights of gaiety and good fellowship, but
often, too, at depths of moodiness and a tart
unsociability. Then it is as well to seek other
companionship or to remember either the witty
table conversations inspired by the flow of her
inventiveness, or the happy and successful par
ties which she has managed. The girls at Mea-
dowlands have depended on her for leadership
and spokesmanship. Teachers and classmates
predict that she will teach well because she once
enjoyed herself so heartily when she took over a
week of classes for an absent professor.
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Alice Giovannetti
Major: History
Current Events Club
Ci'rcolo Italiano
Alice giovannetti has a grave,
kindly face, alert brown eyes and wavy
^ red-gold hair. She is tall and lithe, able
at various sports because intensity and
stubbornness reinforce a native skill. She is the
sort of person that helps to make things go
smoothly in a house and is clever with her hands
in sewing and knitting. Her room is always
immaculate and in good taste, a restful room
in which her friends like to gather. She is con
scientious in her studying, always preparing
her assignments well ahead of class demands.
She can be depended upon.
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Jane Heffernan
Major: Sociology, Economics
Vice-president Class *32, *33 Sociology Club
Beta Phi
Freshman Advisor
JANE HEFFERNAN once played the part
of Venus in UAllegro and Pandora in the
pantomime of Pandora's Box. She was also
an angel in What Men Live By, but she has
a mischievous nature that pleases her friends
and often brings herself to the verge of trouble.
She likes to argue coolly for the fun of watch
ing an opponent's excitement. She has a good
mind and she is good company, a merry if in
ventive story teller. She is affectionate and
sympathetic and she has a pleasant way of
spoiling her friends.
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Helen Johnson
Major: History
Current Events Club
Helen JOHNSON carries herself su
perbly. Her face is fine and delicately
moulded and her hands would have
arrested the attention of Van Dyke.
She is usually kind, unless she feels particularly
playful; then she delights in making people,
especially lordly people, uncomfortable.
In spite of her haughtiness, she can enjoy the
simple as well as the complex life. One of her
great pleasures is to be alone listening to music
and dreaming—no doubt of romance. But per
haps even more she enjoys presiding over a
drawing room. Her sympathy is wide and she
is interested in all sorts of people, especially in
the unfortunate.
She does not pretend to be a student but she
has a good mind and a good memory. Her great
est talent is story-telling, but one must know
her in order to appreciate her stories. They are
merely the fancies of an overly-fertile imagi
nation, always intended to amuse and never to
convince. When chided for their falseness, she
laughs delightedly and says she hadn't expect
ed anyone to believe them. She has some know
ledge of herself, and she does sometimes work
hard at overcoming her faults and increasing
her virtues.
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Lillian King
Major: Sociology
W. A. A. Board '31,'32
Firebrand Business Staff *31
Secretary-Treasurer '33
Tumbling Club
Spanish Club
Beta Phi
LIL king is as shy and youthful in appear
ance as the meekest and most humble
^freshman. But this appearance is deceiv
ing because she has a mature mind and a
strongly developed character. She has definite
ideas which she seldom changes in spite of the
fact that she never argues her point. An amused
and annoying smile twitching at the corners of
her mouth is the only visible sign to show that
she persists. She seems cold and unemotional
towards even her most intimate friends, but
those who know her say that she is always kind
and considerate although she is not demonstra
tive. And in spite of this veneer of detachment,
she is always one of the first to ease the bewil
dered freshman by a kind word or smile.
43
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Elizabeth Lindeke
Major: Chemistry, Physics
Sociology Club
Albertus Magnus Club
Beta Phi
Little Theatre Workshop
Elizabeth lindeke would attract
attention in any group. She has a noble
bearing that suggests the race of Vikings
and her strongly moulded countenance
gives the impression of an intense restrained
energy. She has light blue eyes which often
sparkle with humorous gaiety and an evasive
dimple in her right cheek that partly contra
dicts her firm, cleft chin. During the week
while she is at college she studies with rare con
centration; apparently she never wastes a mo
ment. She delights in study and has disting
uished herself in science. Her relaxation comes
during the week-end, perhaps no less intense.
Few people on the campus pierce her reserve.
Those who do so are fortunate for they dis
cover warmth and faithfulness. She chooses her
friends carefully and holds them dear.
45
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Mary Barbara Lins
Major; Latin, French
Firebrand Staff'33 French Club
Seven Arts Club
Mary Barbara lins has the deli
cacy of a Botticelli and a very win
ning sweetness. Though the other
students are with justice in awe of
her scholarly powers they admire her greatly
and are often indebted to her generous help in
providing outlines and notes as well as seminar
reviews before examinations. She is as a poul
tice on the hearts of her teachers. Her eager
ness, her intelligence, and the affection with
which she prepares her work compensate them
for many dreary disappointments in the daily
round.
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Elinor Martin
Major: French
President Class '33 French Club
Art Club
Little Theatre Workshop
Elinor martin is gracious and
friendly. One cannot be near ber with
out feeling the effect of her contagious
gaiety. One would never guess that she
has beneath this gay exterior, a cruel temper
which she has constantly fought during her
college life. She has succeeded well, for now her
flares of anger occur only on infrequent occa
sions and are generally followed by repentant
apologies. Always entertaining, she never lacks
topics of conversation; she is ready at any mo
ment with a bit of news or an opinion which she
expresses with vehemence. Her vivacity, how
ever, would lead one to doubt her word when
she repeatedly and indignantly asserts that she
really does not roll her eyes, at least not inten
tionally. She is very often in a dilemma over
social engagements and educational assign
ments alike, but she accepts all with little worry
and much optimism.
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Patricia Martin
Major: Spanish
W. A. A. Board '31, '32, '33 Spanish Club
Sigma Delta Pi
PATRICIA AlARTIN is best known for
her golf enthusiasm. She is always ready
for a game, and when not playing, she
enjoys life most by talking about golf
and explaining various technical terms like
"handicap" or "one-up" or "birdie" to admir
ing listeners. They never tire of her because,
though she is ardent, she never overdoes golf,
not even in spite of the various trophies she has
captured in both her native San Diego and in
Marin County. She always dresses in becoming
sports attire of a color which harmonizes with
her dark hair and eyes and ruddy sun-tanned
complexion. Next to golf, she likes Spanish,
which she speaks and reads fluently. She is
popular, always friendly, amusing and easily
amused, but unreasonably, she lacks confidence
in herself. She is unconsciously naive and she
has a way of lifting her face with a half startled
look in her wide brown eyes, but immediately
she is full of graciousness and an altogether
pleasant courtesy.
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Dorothy McAfee
Major: Science
Treasurer, Student Body, '32
Vice-President, Student Body '3 3
Vice-President Class '3 0
Albertus Magnus Club
Biology Club
1
Dorothy McAFEE is a sincere and
even tempered person, for whom her
friends have an exalted admiration.
She is sympathetic with one's joys as
well as one's troubles and she can be trusted in
matters small and great. She has held class and
student body ofl&ces ever since she has been in
college. Her particular interests are in mathe
matics and science and she is particularly happy
when she is doing laboratory work. She has an
unusually good mind, but her shyness and
modesty have kept her from over-emphasizing
her brilliance as a student or her importance as
an officer.
53
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Bernice O'Connell
Major: History
President Student Body '33
Editor Firebrand '32
Editor Meadowlark '31
Secretary Student Body '32
Class President '31
Student Affairs Board *32
Biology Club
English Club
Current Events Club
H. O. O. D. Society
BERNICE O CONNELL is a pleasant
person to live with. She has an unusual
sense of the values of life, and a delicate
way of soothing the most irritating
difficulties largely because she understands the
moods of the mob as well as the wishes of the
faculty. She has distinguished herself thus as an
editor and as president of the Student Body. It
is hardly necessary to remark that she is intelli
gent. She is also conspicuously alert, especially
in class. She never fails to catch the brilliant re
marks of her history professor, and she has a
characteristic way of meditating on some prob
lem suggested by her teacher and missed by
everybody else until, when the class is about to
be disbanded shortly after the bell has rung, she
lures her instructor on to animated exposition
that lasts until the professor waiting in the next
class-room is about to lock her door. Although
diplomatic, she is impulsive and sometimes
thoughtless in the matter of expenditure, be
cause it is easy for her to get what she wants,
whether it be knowledge or worldly goods or
the agreeable cooperation of her fellow stu
dents. Her enthusiasm is winning. She is quite
irresistible when she goes out as a striving
hockey aspirant, perfectly conscious of her in
ability, but enjoying the game just as if she
were a one-man team.
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Sylvia Pacheco
Major: History
Current Events Club
IT IS rather hard to know Sylvia Pacheco,
not because she is shy or really aloof, but
because of her apparent attitude of indiffer
ence. This attitude is evident in a noncha
lance which bespeaks her wish to be a little
ultra. She has flaming red hair and sparkling
brown eyes. She never gets particularly excited,
but she enjoys everything she does. One no
tices especially her slow speech, knowing smile,
and low, expressive laugh. She is a loyal friend,
and is always a pleasant companion.
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Eileen Ryan
Major: English
Meadowlark Staff '32, '33
Editor Firebrand '33
Editor Rambler '32
English Club
Seven Arts Club
The eager, questioning look in Eileen
Ryan's blue eyes reflects her attitude
toward life. She is curious in the fine
sense of the word; loyal in her friend
ships, discriminating in her general tastes, and
alive to all the intellectual interests in the col
lege. Ever since she came in her sophomore
year, her executive force has been felt in the
school publications. She has distinguished her
self in athletics, being one of the first ranking
tennis players and a member of the cabinet of
Hockeytopia. She is fundamentally interested
in study, although she may waver in her daily
preparation; and she is full of embryonic
ideas, which, however, she rarely develops. She
brings to every interest and task an enthusiasm
that, although it may be short-lived, awakens
and delights her companions. She has a wide
circle of friends, and is admired by many out
side her circle, because she is tactful and un
selfish.
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Geneveeve Sanguinetti
Major: Sociology
Executive Board '32 Albertus Magnus Club
Art Club
Sociology Club
Gene VIE VE sanguinetti is a
very definite person. She has clear-
lined Roman features, white skin, thin
lips, deep set eyes, and dark lustrous
hair. She has a naturally keen mind, but al
though she likes to express definite ideas on a
multitude of subjects and believes that with
one look she can pronounce a person's I. Q., she
has not yet acquired an abiding sense of values.
Artistic as well as original, she has done a num
ber of oil paintings and has several on exhibi
tion in the Stockton Museum. Her room at
Meadowlands will be remembered for its indi
viduality and color and the group which she
attracted around the fire or in the sunny maple
room for their interest in her startling views of
life and mankind.
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Bruna Sartorio
Major: Spanish
Spanish Club
Sigma Delta Pi
Albertus Magnus Club
Circolo Italian©
BRUNA SARTORIO is a dark, good
looking girl who always has a certain
air of smartness about her. Her clothes,
which she makes herself, are always
exquisitely neat and reveal her sense of style.
Her tailored suits are the envy of her less gifted
friends. She is generally very quiet, perhaps
shy, perhaps remote. Her friends say that her
conversation is witty and entertaining and that
she makes clever comments on people and life
in general.
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Eugenia Smith
Major: Music
Day Scholar Representative '32
Student Affairs Board '} 3 Music ClubMadrigal Club
Eugenia smith has poise and a gra
cious manner. She is extremely amiable,
strong in principle and very capable.
She is always willing to be of help in lit
tle things and larger. She is not only kind, but
she is understanding; in consequence she has
been a comfort to many a bewildered freshman
and an admirable day-scholar representative as
well as a member of the board of Student Af
fairs. She is an all around good student, but she
is especially gifted in music. She seems to take
pleasure in everything she does and she can
always find something to smile happily about.
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Helen Stein
Major: Music
President Student Affairs Board '33
Secretary Student Affairs Board '32
Music Club
Madrigal Club
Helen stein is striking in appear
ance. She holds herself erect and
glances at those who pass her with a
steely look in her freckled eyes. Her
hair is blue-black and curly. She argues often,
championing the causes which she thinks right,
whether for students or faculty. Perhaps a
greater gift of humor would lend grace to both
her victories and defeats. She changes from one
mood to another with quickness, yet she appre
ciates the quiet and simple life. The out-of-
doors has always attracted her, and her room is
constantly filled with artistically arranged
flowers which she has gathered herself. She
loves sailing and is never happier than when
lying on the sunny deck of a sail boat acquiring
an enviable and smooth coat of tan. She has
spent all of her school life at Dominican Con
vent and College and has been prominent in
student activities. This year she served as presi
dent of Student Affairs.
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Caroline Sullivan
Major: History
Music Club
Current Events Club
CAROLINE SULLIVAN is tall, but too
absorbed in dreams to care about being
impressive. Though she is sometimes
accused of absent-mindedness, those
who have watched her faithful attention to re
ducing admire her persistence and intelligent
planning. No one who has enjoyed the exchange
of wit at dinner between her and Patricia Mar
tin can forget its abundance and merriness. She
has a sweet drawling voice that drawls even
more sweetly when she is telling funny stories.
She is never cranky and is always ready to in
terrupt her own pleasures to do favors for other
people and she is generous in sharing the pretty
yellow-tan car in which she looks like Cinder
ella in the metamorphosed pumpkin.
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W. A. A. Board '32
Eileen Walsh
Major: Sociology
Little Theatre Workshop
BLACK FORD comes dashing up to
/\ Guzman and out jumps an attractive
/ \ girl, straight, blonde and slender, im
maculately dressed, no hair out of
place. It is Eileen Walsh. As she enters the
building she has a smile and friendly greeting
for everyone but she varies her friendships
among constantly changing groups. She has the
gift of finding contentment in any surround
ings, simple or sophisticated. She is generous to
the point of extravagance, impulsively so.
When not driving in her spare moments, she
may be found on the tennis courts playing spir
itedly. She is a person who quite adorns our
campus.
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Lillie-Moore "Watson
Major: History
Current Events Club
Biology Club
French Club
LILLIE-MOORE WATSON has marked
social talent. In a drawing room filled
^with people as yet but slightly acquaint
ed, she can quickly change the spirit
from timidity and awkwardness to genial good
humor. Her laugh is infectious. Its heartiness
suggests that there is much in life to be merry
about. Yet she has a spark of temper, though
she successfully keeps it hidden most of the
time. She has definite likes and dislikes; she is
generous to her friends and expects an equal
generosity from them. She is devoted to her
family and to Honolulu and its quaint customs
and people.
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Rose Marie Whitthorne
Major: History
Mcadowlark Staff '32
Firebrand Business Staff '32
Tumbling Club
Current Events Club
Little Theatre Workshop
aw?
KOSE marie WHITTHORNE has vi
tality and enthusiasm to spare. Her
. interests are wide, varying from Japa
nese art to German movies. And as one
interest succeeds another she hastens to share it
with all she meets. She is light hearted and gay,
to the point that she often disregards the more
serious phases of life. This sometimes merges
into laziness, especially where study is con
cerned. She is, however, a person whom respon
sibility changes, observable when as business
manager of the Firebrand she was industrious
and resourceful and highly successful. At the
most unexpected times, she involuntarily drops
her role of light heartedness to discuss with
authority politics, foreign affairs or history.
She is a devoted friend, considerate and unself
ishly kind.
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THE JUNIORS
The juniors are active and ambitious
and capable. They have not quite ful
filled their freshman promise in their
admirable presentation of Antigone,
but they have maintained the interest in peri
odicals so bravely begun in The Kambler.
Though the class is small, the Meadowlark and
Firebrand staffs are composed largely of jun
iors. And the juniors are largely responsible for
the establishment of the Seven Arts Club, per
haps the most ambitious club which Domini
can College has attempted. They are an
appealing class. In spite of failures, their eager
ness, their loyalty never wavers. One recalls
the shortlived printed Kambler as well as the
enthusiastic hockey and basketball games
which they have valiantly lost. As seniors they
should prove leaders in school spirit and school
activity.
Betty M. Garland '34
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THE SOPHOMORES
VERSATILITY—that is the keynote
of the sophomore class. Socially, ath
letically, scholastically they are equal
ly prominent. Their philosophy of
study is outstanding; it is at once the envy and
despair of the rest of the school, for the sopho
more policy is to "take things in stride," and
this they do with superlative skill. They do not
profess to be the intelligentsia of the school. A
carefree temperament carries them through
the maze of endless assignments and leads them
into the charmed circle of passing grades. This
same temperament enables them to win a
pionship with a smile, and lose one with a laugh.
But hidden under this assumed coolness is a
dauntless energy—a "will to win that simp y
won't be downed. In proof of this, witness
them quietly wearing the laurels of two basket
ball championships, along with a hockey award
gained as freshmen. Their athletic prowess is
rivalled only by their social graciousness. En
tertaining the seniors, at their own autumn tea
dance, amid the dignity of the junior-senior
formal, they infuse just enough of a spirit of
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quiet gaiety to keep things moving at a merry
rate. They provide the perfect hostesses so ad
mired at Sunday tea. All in all, the sophomores
believe that in their varied interests they set the
pace for the rest of the school.
Frances Lemmelet '3 S
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THE FRESHMEN
Timidity is not among the characteris
tics of this year's freshman class. Soon
after our arrival we were shocking the
sophomores with our familiarity, and,
when our junior big sisters came to help us get
used to the strangeness of college life, they
found us in the best of spirits, suggesting that
they join us in a game. We were irrepressible;
checks and sarcasm were equally powerless
against our exuberance, and the upperclass-
men, at first horrified, gradually accepted us
with as good a grace as possible. Unabashed by
the disapproval of our elders we proceeded to
plan our freshman entertainment for them
with enthusiasm, and we at least enjoyed it to
the utmost.
Our active interest in everything included
classes, and we counted that week lost which
had no serious debates between teacher and
class in freshman English. Early in the year
some one started a rumor that we were a stu
dious group a freshman is suspected of being
the author of this. The rumor grew into a repu
tation, and we were then able to play marbles
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quiet gaiety to keep things moving at a merry
rate. They provide the perfect hostesses so ad
mired at Sunday tea. All in all, the sophomores
believe that in their varied interests they set the
pace for the rest of the school.
Frances Lemmelet '3 5
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THE FRESHMEN
Timidity is not among the characteris
tics of this year's freshman class. Soon
after our arrival we were shocking the
sophomores with our familiarity, and,
when our junior big sisters came to help us get
used to the strangeness of college life, they
found us in the best of spirits, suggesting that
they join us in a game. We were irrepressible;
checks and sarcasm were equally powerless
against our exuberance, and the upperclass-
men, at first horrified, gradually accepted us
with as good a grace as possible. Unabashed by
the disapproval of our elders we proceeded to
plan our freshman entertainment for them
with enthusiasm, and we at least enjoyed it to
the utmost.
Our active interest in everything included
classes, and we counted that week lost which
had no serious debates between teacher and
class in freshman English. Early in the year
some one started a rumor that we were a stu
dious group—a freshman is suspected of being
the author of this. The rumor grew into a repu
tation, and we were then able to play marbles
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after dinner, introduce "CoflFee Pot" and
"Murder" to the dinner tables, and enjoy our
selves fully in the most childish manner with
out losing dignity.
Shield Day came and we were as intensely
interested in that as we had been in everything
before. We were serious for the first time, and
we at last reaHzed our position in the student
body. But, though we now knew our place, we
were not overawed by the other classes, and our
reputation was so firmly set that it is doubtful
that they noticed a difference. We still went
into everything with a vigor, even rashness, as
great as that of our very first days, and we still
noisily enjoyed college. We won the hockey
championship. We gave a Hallowe'en mas
querade that made even the stateliest of our
school mates join in the general hilarity. When
the school was asked to adopt a missionary in
China only the Dean's careful foresight pre
vented us from assuming the full obligation of
his support, as our class wanted to do. Our
freshman play, Cinderella, was enthusiastically
produced and well received by the audience.
Then, when everyone was convinced that
the freshmen could not be quieted, we sur
prised the college by miming the Stations of
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the Cross with a gravity and reverence we
were not suspected of possessing.
A class of contradictions—interested in
school work, yet frivolous in free time, noisy
and record breaking in acquiring checks, but
deeply interested in the welfare of the school—
it is hard to predict how we shall develop. Our
outstanding characteristic has almost disap
peared; we are no longer, as an upperclassman
expressed it when we arrived, the freshest
bunch of freshmen" ever to invade Dominican
College.
Jeanne Holloway 36
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CONCEPCION ARGUELLO
THE DOUBLE SIGNIFICANCE OF HER STORY
Many of us are acquainted with the
names and the great achievements of
the most illustrious Dominican
saints, but we know too little of the
legends of our own San Rafael branch of the
Order. Yet the archives of the Dominican Con
vent at San Rafael are a treasure house of leg
ends and stories set in a background of fascin
ating history". Their annals contain for instance
one story that has been glorified by California
poets and novelists, and another, that of Moth
er Mary Goemare, whose spiritual influence
parallels the political history of California in
the 18 50's. These legends give us the romance
of youthful love in Concepcion Argiiello and
the romance of desire for spiritual achievement
in Mother Mary, through whose realized aspi
rations the long deferred yearnings of "the lit
tle dancing saint" came to be ultimately ful
filled.
The California of Concepcion Arguello, or
Conchita, as she was familiarly known, was just
growing into its Arcadian era. California was
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far removed from an urban society, yet there
was a continual whirl of pleasure for both old
and young. There were some thirty thousand
people in Alta California by 1806; "the mis
sions, but thirty miles apart had been the first
chain to link the long coast together; the
ranches were the next, and the young people,
with their incessant desire to dance and pic
nic, rode from one presidio and rancho to
the next, and then again to the next. Great
excitement welcomed the packet boats which
brought mantillas and satins and embroidered
shawls from Mexico, silks for rebozos (a sim
pler substitute for the mantilla), fans, laces for
the ruffles of the men, fine linen, high combs,
gold chains, and books for a few." The women
were concerned with the rearing of families
and the overseeing of servants whom they
treated as subordinate children. The men were
primarily interested in government and in mili
taristic pursuits. Their leisure was spent in sies
tas, love-making, bull-fights, and cock-fights;
"they would have thought it a sin to waste time
cultivating their minds." Always, a horse, and
invariably a stallion, stood saddled and bridled,
awaiting the pleasure of the ranchers. Leading
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families of the presidios lived "in large adobe
houses, white with red tiles, many of them on
long irregular streets leading from the presidio
... They lived in such state as was possible with
the accompaniment of whitewashed walls and
horsehair furniture." It was in such a house in
the San Francisco presidio, one with straw-cov
ered floors, so the old travelers tell us, but with
deep, alcove-like windows, overlooking the not
far distant bay, that Conchita was born. Her
father, Don Jose Argixello, was commandante
of the post at San Francisco. He was "not only
an able and energetic officer; he was so good
that he was called el sanlo; and although he had
worked himself up from the ranks, he had mar
ried a Castilian, Dona Ignacia Moraga, and
was the most eminent of His Majesty's subjects
in the Californias." He was rather stern in deal
ing with his children but he was quick to see
that Conchita was a remarkably bright girl and
allowed her to take advantage of the schools
established by Borica, one of the early govern
ors.
Conchita was not only clever; she was as
well the first of California's long line of beau
ties. Castilian loveliness she had inherited from
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her mother. Of her George H. von Langsdorflf
writes: "she was lively and animated, had
sparkling, love-inspiring eyes, beautiful teeth,
pleasing and expressive features, a fine form,
and a thousand other charms; and yet her man
ners were perfectly simple and artless." Of her
most precious gift, great piety, there are stories
beginning even in her childhood. Her mother
had often told her of the Sisters in Spain, and
the young Concepcion conceived a longing to
enter the religious life; when she was older, she
several times set sail for Europe where she might
fulfill her desire. Always her ship was driven
back by tempest or misfortune, and she even
tually came to believe that it was her destiny to
remain in California. It seemed that it was not
for her to think of life in a convent and for the
present she gayly resigned herself to the social
whirl of the military circle. It is as La Favorita
of the Presidio that we come definitely to know
her. All were charmed by her gentleness and
refinement, by her vivacity as well as her dig
nity, by the sweetness of her voice when she
spoke or sang, and by her grace as she danced.
She was just sixteen when the Juno of Baron
Nicolai Petrovich de Rezanov sailed in through
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the Golden Gate, carrying not only her destiny,
but what might have changed the destiny of
three nations. Rezanov, protege of Catherine
II, staff of the ill-balanced and intractable Paul
I, was one of the ten barons of Russia, and pro
moter of the first Russian expedition to cir
cumnavigate the globe. As Russia's first ambas
sador to Japan, mortified by that country's
scorn of the imperial eagle, he plunged himself
into the interests of the Russian-American Fur
TradingCompany. During the winter of 1805-
06, in New Archangel (now Sitka, Alaska) he
saw his company enduring great sufferings and
hardships because of severe storms and lack of
food. He recognized California as the nearest
source for relief through trade relations which
he hoped to establish. From this hope came a
dream which, due to a force outside his power,
was never to be realized. He saw himself settled
in California where he would welcome his com
patriots who would eventually come to out
number the Spaniards. Sudden hordes might
even "descend from the north at the propitious
moment and snatch the provinces from New
Spain; nor was it California alone that Rezanov
desired for Russia, but the entire Pacific coast
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north of San Diego." He bought a barque, the
Juno, from a Yankee skipper, and set sail for
California. He was then forty-two years old;
his driving force in behalf of both nation and
company emanated at least partly from sorrow
over the death of his wife, daughter of the mer
chant Sheilkov, who had conceived this Alas
kan enterprise. "He was a remarkably hand
some man, both in stature and the bold outline
of his rather cold and haughty face, towering
above the Californians, and always wearing one
or other of the superb uniforms of his rank and
time. It is no wonder that there was a face at
every grille on the day of his arrival, and a
Castilian rose above every little ear at the ball
that night."
It was early in April that "the Juno reached
the entrance to the Bay of San Francisco, hove
to and lay outside until morning, when, with
all sails set and wind in her favor, a straight run
was made for the harbor." To enter Rezanov
had to defy the Spanish cannon; this defiance
was prophetic.
All foreign vessels were looked upon with
suspicion, but in the absence of his sterner fath
er, Don Luis Arguello received the voyagers
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most kindly, albeit anxiously, and made Re-
zanov a guest in the presidio. "The hospitality
was Castilian, unaffected, intimate and at the
evenings' dances in this old building their bar-
rego (that of the Russian marines) was more
graceful than any inartistic tango." At the ball
given in honor of Rezanov and his officers, the
lovely Conchita, Don Luis' devoted sister,
proved herself more than ever La Favorita,
especially to Rezanov, to whom her youthful
beauty and spontaneity were most appealing,
and "that she should lose her heart to this su
perb and distinguished stranger, the first man
of the great world she had ever met, was inevi
table."
Rezanov had to await the arrival of Gov
ernor Arrillaga and Don Jose Argiiello before
the trading agreement could be fixed. Finally,
he was allowed not to trade outright, but to
sell the cargo he had brought, and with the
money from the sale, to buy foodstuffs for his
people. During the six weeks spent in negoti
ating, Rezanov saw Conchita daily. "There was
a terrific excitement at the presidio when he
asked Don Jose for the hand of his daughter,"
because in spite of his personal popularity with
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her family, as a member of the Greek church,
he was a heretic, and the daughter of el santo,
"loyal subject of king and Church," should not
be for him. That his betrothal to Conchita was
dear to him is shown by his willingness to travel
over the Siberian waste to St. Petersburg, to
Rome, to Madrid, to procure permission for the
marriage. Indeed, Conchita would be to him
besides a loving and devoted wife, a link be
tween Russia and Spain. As Rezanov sailed out
of the Golden Gate bitterly regretting that he
must be parted from her for at least two years,
his dream seemed more than ever feasible, "as
he saw the hills of San Francisco, white with
the marble of palaces and gay with bazaars
flashing with the golden roofs and crosses that
had made the fame of Moscow—cupolas, spires,
lofty towers with bulbous domes! And about
this wonderful bay, which he had the wit
to appreciate at a glance, a line of bristling
forts, villas between, painted with the bright
colors of Italy, and set in gardens sweet with
Castilian roses. He was a great and practical
dreamer, as the historians of his country testi
fied after his untimely death; but the Fates
were on the side of the Americans, and they had
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willed that in the history of California his name
was to shine not as a conqueror, but as a lover."
His too great eagerness, defiant still amid the
rigors of the journey overland, served not to
bring him to his goal, but rather brought him
to his death at Krasnoiarsk in March, 1807.
Conchita waited, and the two years passed, but
no word was heard of the departed Rezanov.
Finally news came by slow way of schooners
from the north, and the sorrowing Conchita
turned once again to the desire of her early
girlhood, administered to the poor and sick, not
yet as a nun, but as a "Beata of the Third Order
of the Franciscans."
-f i i
In far-off Europe, destiny was working to
fulfill Concepcion's ultimate desire. The Very
Reverend Joseph Sadoc Alemany, first Bishop
of San Francisco, and a Dominican, on his way
to California from Rome, stopped in Paris
where he hoped to secure some nuns to assist
him in his work. Mother Mary Goemare, or Sis
ter Mary de la Croix, answered his appeal. She
came from the Convent of the Holy Cross of
the cloistered Second Order, a convent we all
know from the closing scene of Rostand's
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Cyrano de Bergerac. She was a Belgian, of good
family, well educated, capable and of the ro
bust constitution of her race. And, "although
forty years of age on entering religion, she was
as active and vigorous as a young girl. Her
countenance bore a striking resemblance to
that of Savonarola and by nature she seemed
possessed of traits of character not unlike those
of the great reformer." That she exerted her
self for cultural advancement too is seen from
her little now-ivoried books of plain chant that
were to be written beautifully and with care in
the new community. Two postulants from one
of the convents of the Third Order, established
by Lacordaire, accompanied Mother Mary on
her mission. But when the three reached the
Dominican Foundation in Ohio, two professed
nuns volunteered to go in their places. One of
these, however, Sister M. Aloysia O'Neil, who
by the way, was foster-sister of Mrs, William
T. Sherman and had a devoted friend in Gen
eral Sherman, had yet to pronounce her vows.
Meanwhile, Mother Mary proceeded by way
of Panama to California, where in 18 50 she
established the first California Convent, St.
Catherine's in Monterey. This Monterey of
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1850 "was not the Monterey o£ today. The
town was then the capital of the state, but it
consisted of only about two hundred adobe
houses scattered in many directions with a
mixed population of about five hundred. The
idyllic simplicity of the days of the Spanish
regime and the Franciscan Fathers, when peo
ple got more out of life with less of meanness
and the vices of civilization, had vanished
never to return. The town had then been occu
pied by the Americans for three years, and the
usual riff-raff following the conquering army
completely changed the complexion of Monte
rey. Moreover, the Mexican leaders who for
the most part affected the liberalism of the day,
left their impression on the simple faith of an
earlier day. A short time saw the eighty years'
labor of the padres undone. But amid a popu
lation consisting chiefly of half-naked Indians
and discharged soldiers, the seed sown by the
Franciscan Fathers needed just such a woman
as Mother Mary to carry on the work of evan
gelizing and civilizing the Indians.
It was here in Monterey that Concepcion
Argiiello became the first postulant of the Do
minicans in California, and in 18 51 received
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the habit as Sister Mary Dominica. It was here
too that she began the teaching of music in the
new school. Three years later, the convent was
moved to Benicia, the new capital of the state.
Benicia at that time was considered "a town of
growing importance—a town of great prom
ise. Beautifully situated on the straits of Car-
quinez it had been compared to Constantinople
on the Golden Horn." And it lay on the direct
line of travel to the mines of Nevada. The
now fashionable St. Catherine's Academy was
brought here too, where Sister Dominica
taught until her death in 18 57. Of her life as
a nun, it is said: "Humble, pure, mortified, she
hardly lived in an earthly atmosphere, but
seemed already to taste the joys of the heavenly
country." And we still delight in a little poem
which shows her walking in the sunlit convent
garden with another Sister, recalling how her
father had so long ago found his Conchita
dancing before a shrine of the Loreto and
named her his little dancing saint.
Alice Duffy '34
Eileen Ryan '33
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THE OXFORD MOVEMENT
This year, 1933, commemorates the
centenary of the Oxford Movement, a
movement best known through the
person of Cardinal Newman who for so
many people dispelled the spirit of doubt of
God's care of man which settled down upon
England at the beginning of the nineteenth
century. The spirit of doubt darkened the
minds of the greatest men of the Victorian
Age, who faced it and attempted to answer its
query. Few achieved an adequate answer.
Wordsworth gave the earliest expression to
this darkness in his Intimations of Immortality
by affirming:
"But yet I know, where'er I go,
That there hath past away a glory from the earth."
Matthew Arnold went no further than a cry
to his beloved to make him forget:
"Ah, love, let us be true
To one another, for the world, which seems
To lie before us like a land of dreams.
So various, so beautiful, so new.
Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light,
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain;
And we are here as on a darkling plain
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Swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight.
Where ignorant armies clash by night."
Walter Pater perceived that only through
faith could he dispell doubt, yet he never found
that faith. Tennyson, likewise, discovered that
only faith could make the pilgrimage of life an
experience less than terrible and blind, but he
went further than Pater and prayed:
"Strong Son of God, immortal Love,
Whom we, who have not seen Thy face.
By faith, and faith alone, embrace.
Believing where we cannot prove;
A beam in darkness: let it grow
And in Thy wisdom make me wise."
Carlyle took from Goethe a philosophy by
which one might forget the doubt, "The
Everlasting Nay", in doing perfectly one's
daily tasks and, through continually experi
encing perfection, arrive at the "Everlasting
Yea" of faith that God does govern our world.
Newman's doubts were different from those
which beset the other great minds of the cen
tury. Never for a moment did he question the
existence of God. That he knew to be the only
real and vital truth of the whole universe. The
existence of God was recognized by him, more
over, not objectively, but personally. Early in
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his life he came to believe that "he was elected
to eternal glory". It was this consciousness
which confirmed in Newman a "distrust of the
reality of material phenomena and which made
him rest in the thought that the two only ab
solute and luminously self-evident beings in
the world were himself and his Creator." This
thought was responsible for Newman's intense
seriousness and sensitiveness. From the time of
his first conversion at the age of fifteen New
man experienced a succession of changes which
were in reality a direct development of the one
idea toward which he continually traveled—
the finding of the True and Apostolic Church.
When his mind was assailed for the first time
by the doubt that perhaps the Anglican Church
which he had cherished and loved was not the
True and Apostolic one, his whole soul and
spirit was wrenched by the discovery. And as
he moves Romeward we see a slow, painful,
interrupted progress, which was a matter of
faith, a question and a solution of faith.
Cardinal Newman was convinced that
God= s care for and love of man is made mani
fest through the Church established by Christ
and His Apostles. Though he considered the
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world in its length and breadth and saw in it
tokens only "faint and broken of a superin
tending design", looked upon its miseries, the
defeat of good, the success of evil, the preval
ence and intensity of sin and corruption, the
whole human race "having no hope and with
out God in the world", yet he was not led to
deny God. He was led, rather, to sense that here
was a profound mystery beyond human solu
tion. But he perceived and reasoned, "// there is
a God, since there is a God, the human race is
implicated in some terrible aboriginal calam
ity. It is out of joint with the purpose of the
Creator". But God, in his compassion, sent
Christ to save the world from the result of
original sin and, as a means of tempering the
mind, the emotions of man, he has established
the Catholic Church as an infallible body. The
Church was the "Everlasting Yea" for New
man.
Newman's conversion meant the end of the
Oxford Movement, but his effect and influence
survived even in the Anglican Church. Al
though loss of him seemed overwhelming and
irreparable, and, although the Anglican Church
was split into two parties by reason of this
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movement, yet, on the whole, the gain was
greater than the loss. Through it a dulled clergy
became alive to the greatness and the dignity of
their divine calling with its entailing responsi
bilities, self-sacrifice and holiness. For the
Catholic Church, the conversion of Newman
has had a profound and ever growing influence.
It not only gave the Church Newman himself,
but it also caused many to follow in the way
that God had made clear for him. This Oxford
Movement of one hundred years ago was the
first link in the great work of reuniting once
again the Church of England with that of
Rome. It is largely due to the Oxford Move
ment that in England, Catholicism once more
so strongly flourishes.
Mary Barbara Lins '3 3
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Sunsets
(Translated from Victor Hugo)
II
Light leaves the skies, 'neath thin, transparent veil
From time to time a faint star ventures forth;
Night slowly mounts to evening's shadowed throne;
Part of the sky is dark, the rest combats the dusk;
Now, following the setting sun's red sombreness.
On darkening slopes grey twilight dies.
And there, its starry windows lighting up.
Its great cathedral with the jagged spires.
Towers of palace and towers of prison,
High bell towers, shadow-darkened dungeon
Placed at the edge of the sky like a long, rough saw.
The city's thousand roofs jag sharply the horizon.
Oh! Who will take me to some tower high
That I may see the city like a wide abyss below,
And hear, listening to this city where we grovel,
Its great voice fade, its voice like a widow's plaint.
Which in the day sounds louder than the mighty
stream.
Beating wildly against twenty bridges.
That I may see there hurrying by
Stars of chariots meeting in the streets.
And people winding through the narrow square.
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And smoke exhausted at the chimneys' tops,
And along emblazoned houses' fronts,
A hundred hghts gleam, then pass, one by one.
That I may see the ancient city on its bed
Stretch out; that a heavy sigh may escape its lips
As if I heard it moaning in fatigue!
That, watching alone, standing on its forehead
which I press.
Through a thousand deaf'ning sounds of sea and
throngs,
I may watch the giant sleeping at my feet.
VI
The sun has set this evening in the clouds.
Tomorrow come storm, evening, and night;
Then dawn, its shining radiance marred by mists;
Then nights, then days, the steps of fleeting time.
These days will pass—will vanish in a mass.
O'er the face of seas, o'er the face of mountain slopes.
O'er silvery streams, o'er forests where there hover.
Like a vague, confused hymn the dead we love.
The face of the waters and the mountain slopes.
Young though furrowed, and woods forever green
Will be made young; the river of the fields
Will ever take from mountains the wave it gives the
sea.
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But I, who bow still lower my head each day,
Who walk indifferent 'neath the joyous sun,
In the midst of the festival I shall go away
And nothing will be lacking in this huge, radiant
world.
CrrA Capuccio '33
The Moon
Slim and lovely and glimmering bright.
The young moon peers across the leafy trees.
Like a silver feather wafted high
On the wings of the April evening breeze.
Betty M. Garland '34
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FOREST MEADOWS
The most striking qualities of Forest
Meadows are its contrast of light and
shade and its magnificent, almost awe
some solitude. From whatever angle one
enters these meadows one finds oneself sur
rounded by huge towering trees whose leafy
tops cast a sombre shadow occasionally broken
by silver-like filters of light. The eucalyptus
trees fill the air with a clean, refreshing frag
rance that is healthful and invigorating. The
soft dirt beneath one's feet is covered with
needles showered from the branches of sur
rounding pine trees. Many paths weave in and
out among the trees leading on to fascinating,
intricate bypaths.
At a time of day when there is no one else in
the meadows the stillness is broken only by the
raucous cawing of crows which inhabit the
leafy branches of the trees, a plaintive call of
a silver-throated bird which at times reaches a
high joyful note, the scolding of small scurry
ing squirrels as they grip the friendly bark with
a taut intensity for fear of invaders and if one
comes very close, the soft purly running of
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the creek sweeping liquidly among the gnarled
roots exposed on its banks, the strong swishing
of broad leafy branches on a windy day, a wind
that is heard but not felt.
One may cross one of the rustic bridges and
come to the brightness of the tennis courts with
the adjoining green of the hockey field acting
as a startling and pleasant contrast to the sur
rounding shade.
Calm sounds of nature are interrupted dur
ing school hours by laughing, chattering,
brightly dressed girls as they improve on their
"motions of tennis." During this time one for
gets about the crows, squirrels, wind, and but
terflies fluttering above the lawn and turns to
the joyful sport of the game. A vigor is mani
fested that is a contrast to the lazy rolling of
the brook and the calmness that is nature's.
Forest Meadows is an ideal refuge for either
a sportswoman or a dreamer.
Imelda Greene '34
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MARJORIE FLEMING
AS REFLECTED IN DR. BROWN's SKETCH
OF HERThough little "Maldie" came "quick
to confusion" with the measles when
she was only eight, over a hundred years
ago, yet her bright, chubby face with
the "deep-set, brooding eyes, as eager to tell
what is going on within as to gather all the glo
ries from without, quick with the wonder and
pride of life, eyes that would not be seen satis
fied with seeing, eyes that would devour their
object, and yet childlike and fearless", and the
"mouth that would not be seen satisfied with
love" shines out still through Dr. John Brown's
sketch of her. Through it she looks straight at
us, "fearless, and full of love, passionate, wild,
wilful, fancy's child". His little story is im
bued with Dr. Brown's own affection for "Pet
Marjorie," her mother's pet and "Isy's", as well
as that of everyone who knew her. And indeed
"Maidie" with her faculty of "beloving" and
wild hunger to be loved, had many friends. Sir
Walter Scott especially adored her. She was the
"lamb" he used to carry off in the neuk of his
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shepherd's plaid to play with for hours and to
recite his nursery rhyme "lesson" to, and he
said of Marjorie, "she's the most extraordinary
person I have ever met with, and her repeating
of Shakespeare overpowers me as nothing else
does."
"Maidie" was indeed extraordinarily gifted.
Young as she was, she had the poet's feeling and
appreciative understanding, but withal the en
dearing freshness, the naivete, the impetuosity,
the little "badnesses" of a child, which she al
most daily confessed and earnestly deplored.
She speaks to us still through her journals, her
letters, and her verses, with the intriguing
orthography lovingly left untouched.
In Marjorie's very first letter, written before
she was six, her peppery little pen remarks that
"Some horrid, fat simpleton says that my aunt
is beautiful, which is entirely impossible, for
that is not her nature." Then shortly afterward
in her diary come bits such as these.. ."The day
of my existence here has been delightful and
enchanting. On Saturday I expected no less
than three well-made bucks, the names of
whom is here advertiesed. Mr. Geo. Crakey and
Wm. Keith and Jn. Keith—the first is the fun
niest of every one of them. Mr. Crakey and I
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walked to Crakyhall hand in hand in innocence
and matitation (meditation) sweet thinking
on the kind of love which flows in our tender
hearted mind which is overflowing with majes
tic pleasure no one was ever so kind to me in the
hole state of my existence. Mr. Craky you must
know is a great Buck and pretty good-look
ing." And again she records, "I am at Ravelston
enjoying nature's fresh air. The birds are sing
ing sweetly—the calf doth frisk and nature
shows her glorious face." A few pages later—
"My religion is greatly falling off because I
don't pray with so much attention when I am
saying my prayers, and my character is lost
among the Braehead people. I hope I will be
religious again, but as for regaining my char
acter I despare for it."
Soon after she was six, "Maidie" began writ
ing verse, mostly to her sister, her "dear love
Isabella". She was quite familiar with poetry
and even critical of it as we may gather from
passages such as this in her diary: "Thomson is
a beautiful author, and Pope, but nothing to
Shakespeare of which I have a little knoledge.
Macbeth is a pretty composition, but awful
one." Marjorie tells us that she never read ser-
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mons of any kind, but she writes, "I read novel
ettes and my Bible and I never forget it, or my
prayers." She liked to read "the Fabulous his-
I  torys about the historys of Robin, Dickey,
Flapsey, and Piccay and it is very amusing for
N  some were good birds, and some were bad, but
;  Piccay was the most dutiful and obedient to
;  her parents." Marjorie knew the characters of
I ' world history as well. She has a long poem on
■ i Mary Queen of Scots:
y  "Queen Mary was much loved of all,
;  Both by the great and by the small.
"^1 But hark! her soul to heaven doth rise!
And I suppose she has gained a prise—
For I do think she would not go
Into that awful place below;
There is a thing that I must tell,
Elizabeth went to fire and hell;
He who would teach her to be civil.
It must be her great friend the devil!"
The following lines are about Darnley:
"A noble's son, a handsome lad,
By some queer way or other had
Got quite the better of her heart,
i  With him she always talked apart:
I  Silly he was, but very fair,
A greater buck was not found there."
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Our little "Maidie's" nature was growing
ever richer. Not long before she died, she wrote
to her mother: "I long for you with the long
ings of a child to embrace you—to hold you in
my arms. I respect you with all the respect due
to a mother. You don't know how I love you."
The day before her fatal relapse, she repeated
to her father Burns' lines of the publican
prayer in the paraphrase, which again she re
cited the night before her death. This repeating
of these lines stirred the depths of feeling in
her soul and she begged to write a poem "to her
loved cousin on the author's recovery". This
was Marjorie's last work on earth.
"Oh! Isa, pain did visit me,
I was at the last extremity;
How often I did think of you,
I wished your graceful form to view,
To clasp you in my weak embrace,
Indeed I thought I'd run my race:
Good care, I'm sure, of me was taken.
But still indeed I was much shaken.
At last I daily strength did gain
And Oh! at last, away went pain:
At length the doctor thought I might
Stay in the parlor all the night;
I now continue so to do.
Farewell to Nancy and to you."
Alice Duffy '34
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DON mCUEL DE UNAMUNO
The humblest, most obscure life is
worth infinitely more than the great
est work of art." So writes Miguel de
Unamuno in his Ensayos. And he has
always acted on the firm belief that to study
mankind one may best begin on one's self. To
read Unamuno's writings is to know the man.
One does not have to travel to distant Sala
manca; to know Unamuno one has only to read
his essays, his novels, his poetry, or his philos
ophy.
Miguel de Unamuno y Jugo was born in
Bilbao on September 29, 1864. When he was
six years old his father died. Four years later
Bilbao was besieged by Carlist troops. It is not
difl&cult to imagine the effect which such a
siege would have on any small boy's mind;
especially was this true of the mind of the fu
ture author. The whole family sought refuge
from the flying debris in the neighbors' cellars,
and from there the young Miguel and his com
panions sallied forth to collect the spent shells.
As the schools had been closed the children
were free to play in the roofless churches and
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half standing buildings and to conduct their
own miniature campaigns and bombardments.
From these personal experiences was to be
born Unamuno's first novel Paz en la Guerra.
The religious atmosphere of Unamuno's
Catholic home was marked by simple and
heart-felt piety. As a youth Unamuno was a
member of the Guild or Congregacion of San
Luis Gonzaga and could be seen walking in
procession on the feast of Corpus Christi, the
insignia of the order on his breast and a lighted
candle in his hand. During adolescence his
imaginative soul passed through a phase of
spiritual ferment characteristic of youth, but
it was fortunately tempered by the course of
philosophy prescribed for his study for the bac
calaureate. He received his introduction to
such modern philosophers as Kant, Descartes,
and Hegel from reading the Catalan philoso
pher Balmes. At once he plunged into a vertigo
of metaphysics; he even transcribed into a two
penny note-book his own elaborate system of
philosophy, "very symmetrical and bristling
with formulas."
In 1880 Unamuno left his beloved native
Bilbao for Madrid to continue his studies. He
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was passionately" fond of the rugged, sturdy
country of his youth, so it was with tears in
his eyes, he tells us, that he entered the capital.
In all the years he spent there he was never
completely happy; he was always troubled by
a sense of isolation and homesickness, and at
the same time he was suffering from poor health
as well as mental and spiritual unrest. He took
his doctor's degree in philosophy and applied
for a professorship in psychology, logic, and
ethics; failing to obtain this, he later tried for
one in metaphysics. His failure to receive either
was probably due to his independence and his
contempt for the conventional curriculum. He
made two more unsuccessful attempts and at
last secured a professorship in Greek. Later he
returned to his native Bilbao where he married
and then took residence at Salamanca. Here he
conducted classes in Greek and in the evolution
of the Castilian language. After nine years he
was appointed Rector of the University.
From his chair at Salamanca, Unamuno the
oretically took part in the stormy politics of
Spain during that period following her war
with the United States. Not long able to con
tent himself with theory, he entered whole
heartedly into practical politics. In speech.
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pamphlet, and newspaper article he fearlessly
denounced oflScials and corruption in the gov
ernment, a course of action which led to his
removal from the office of Rector. "With the
suspension of the constitution and the estab
lishment of the military directory in 1923 by
General Primo de Rivera, there came a cessa
tion of liberty of speech. As a result of his \
protest against this tyranny, Unamuno re
ceived notice on February 21, 1924, to be
prepared to leave within twenty-four hours
for Fuerte Ventura, the most remote and bar
ren of the Canary Islands. Packing a few neces
sities and putting in his pocket the Greek New
Testament and a volume of Leopardi's poems,
he awaited the escort. The news of the banish
ment of this patriot was the cause of outbursts
of indignation both at home and abroad, and
several times his followers and sympathizers
sought secretly to effect his return. Even in
exile his spirit was not broken. The fact that he
publicly advertised his scorn of King Alfonso
by decorating a mere camel's neck with the
royal medal was a bit damaging to the royal
prestige. When at last the government granted
Unamuno permission to return, this constant
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source of worry had already been kidnapped by
friends and was en route to France. Paris, how
ever, proved quite as unsatisfactory to his
restless soul as Madrid had been some years past.
Unamuno is a man with a seemingly limit
less capacity for work. One of the most re
markable and enviable of his characteristics is
his power of reading. He is familiar with the
literatures and cultures of ancient Greece and
Rome and, in addition to these, he knows those
of modern Europe and America; his extensive
knowledge of languages has enabled him to
read these in the originals. His versatile spirit
is constantly manifesting itself in creative
work which takes the form of essay, poetry,
novel, philosophy, or criticism. He has taken
a foremost place in the famous group of Span
ish literati known as the "Generation of 1898."
However, his interests are not confined to
scholastic activities alone. He has been head of
the University and a lively participant in mu
nicipal and national affairs.
If one goes early some afternoon to a little
cafe called the Ctrculo Salamanca his attention
may be attracted by the entrance of an arrest-
mg figure of a man half way through the fifties.
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"He is clad in a double-breasted blue serge
jacket with a rim of white collar falling over
a kind of clerical waistcoat that is void of the
usual triangular opening for the display of shirt
and necktie, his head crowned with a round
parsonical black hat." Sturdy health and en
ergy seem to radiate from his erect carriage, his
broad square shoulders, the proud set of his iron
gray head, even the crisp curl of the trimly
clipped beard which outlines the firm set of the
jaw. His keen brown eyes behind gold-rimmed
spectacles are those of the man of action, those
of a woodsman perhaps, which have been
quickened by silent contact with the rugged
nature of the mountain country. A stranger
would never guess this man to be a philosopher.
There is about him nothing of the sickly pallid
ness which one seems to associate with a life
spent in study; rather, an appearance of the
fighter Unamuno is known to be. At the cafe
he takes his place in the midst of a circle of
friends who gather daily to exchange opinions
or discuss questions, for every Spaniard dearly
loves to talk. This heterogeneous group is com
posed of doctors, lawyers, university profes
sors and students, business men, poets, writers
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of all kinds; the opinions and convictions are
quite as varied as the group. As the discussion
progresses a number of small children gather
outside the great glass window; they are watch
ing Don Miguel intently. With deft fingers he
is folding bits of paper into various sorts of
geometrical designs which will soon take form
and shape and grow into astonishingly realistic
little animals. With no small delight one
watches the faces of the street urchins with
their noses flattened against the pane; fasci
nated, they watch an ever increasing menagerie
of pigs, chickens, frogs, and birds of prey
growing from uninteresting looking squares of
white paper.
Unamuno rises early, and after his mid-day
meal and his discussion at the cafe he always
sets out for a long walk, fair weather or foul.
As the discussion of the Circulo is continued on
these excursions it is no wonder that Don
Miguel very often has the company of some
interested friends. About dusk he returns to
his study. This is an interesting room as it seems
so much to reflect the occupant. It is a lofty,
spacious, square room furnished simply with
a huge square writing desk and a few plain
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chairs. Its severity is relieved by the shelves of
bookcases which completely fill the wall space;
even the floor space seems to be almost covered
with books. There is a small brasier underneath
the table, which apparently sends forth heat
but to the ordinary senses is scarcely percepti
ble. Undoubtedly this is the plain workshop of
an intellectual worker. Having refreshed him
self from his walk with a glass of ice cold water,
Unamuno writes until the hour for dinner
with his family. In the evening he is rarely at
tracted by the theater and prefers bed to almost
any social function.
Unamuno's creed is based on the fundamen
tal tenet of the irreplaceable value of the
human soul. We are all made according to a
definite pattern—all very true—but the in
gredients which go into the making of the
individual are never found twice in the exact
same proportion. There is, therefore, only one
Juan Lopez or one John Smith in the world.
The individual soul is precious because of its
uniqueness and irreplaceability. Unamuno
goes even further; in his Tragic Sense of Life
he says that it is the duty of every one to dis
cover what is unique about himself, to bring
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it to light and, by expressing it, to impose it
upon the world. In his Niebla he tries by a
probing, sifting, analyzing, refining, and dis
integrating of ideas to see whether the collective
genius of our people may not gradually become
more flexible, more subtle. This expressing
of ideas takes courage because as society seeks
always to impose conformity, it resents the
unusual. Unamuno holds up the example of
Don Quixote who seems to symbolize the war
fare of the individual soul. Thus in his Com
mentary on the Life of Don Quixote and
Sancho he urges his fellow countrymen to
"emulate the quixotic qualities of courage and
faith—faith even though it be an illusion—the
quixotic tenacity of conviction and the quix
otic contempt for the standards of worldly
prudence—and for the authority of common
sense and cold, mocking reason."
Any attempt to label Unamuno has always
brought forth a storm of protest from the man
himself. If a definition is demanded he replies
that he is "a man of contradiction and strife."
These contradictions within him are those of
the "Catholic and the agnostic, the mystic and
the realist, the vitalist and the rationalist, the
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contemplative and the man of action—the
contradictions inherent in a man who finds
consolation in despair and peace in conflict."
If we are loathe to bind him within the narrow
confines of a definition perhaps the vastness of
his achievements and the broad scope of his
aims are more fittingly described by those few
words in which Giordano Bruno described him
self—an awakener of sleeping souls.
Elynor Leary '34
The Weaver
Time at her spinning wheel, the Universe,
Spins her threads of joy and tears.
Then blends and shades the colors on the loom
And weaves a gorgeous tapestry of years.
Betty M. Garland '34
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BY THE CLIPPED YEW TREE
ONE of the pleasantest places to rest on
a Spring day is in the Meadowlands'
garden, the spot at the back of the
yew tree, square-clipped in layers like
a giant's pomponed hat. Here, sitting on the
thick grass, one can see the sky and the top of
Tamalpais above the pear tree drive. On one
side, the lawn curves past the hydrangea bushes
to the evergreens of the upper garden; on the
other, above the mammoth marigold border,
blossoms an apricot tree. What makes this place
seem remote and secluded is the uninterrupted
solitude and the continuous drone of bees. This
quiet is unbroken for two or three hours at a
time. Here one can sit and dream and, although
the north wind scatters the leaves along the
path to Guzman, it is always warm and cozy
behind the tree. The smell of freshly-cut grass
and warm, damp earth smoothes the nerves.
But best of all, one can lean against the solid
foliage of the tree without having millions of
little insects drop out of it. All in all, this spot is
a satisfying place to spend an idle hour away
from the hurry and scurry of a school day.
Frances Lemmelet '3 5
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RENAISSANCE EDUCATION
The impulse of the Renaissance so
strongly emphasized learning that the
enthusiasm for study spread even to
women, particularly to women of noble
and wealthy families. This movement
toward a wide cultivation of the intellect began
in Italy where such women as Vittoria Co-
lonna, Beatrice and Isabella d'Este, Bianca da
Capello, Mary of Modena and the women of
the house of Borgia occupied high places in the
intellectual groups of their cities. In prepara
tion for their roles as wives and patrons of the
brilliant men of the Renaissance, these women
received during their youth the highest educa
tion. As patrons of learning and general cul
ture, Beatrice and her sister availed themselves
of their positions as mistresses of two of the
most brilliant courts of Italy to attract to their
service a distinguished coterie of poets and
artists. In thus gathering together eminent men
of letters and of art and in providing oppor
tunities for continued study and discussion,
they took an active part in the actual develop
ment of the Renaissance. Vittoria Colonna is
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probably even more famous than the d'Estes.
She won the esteem of everyone with whom she
came in contact. Michel Angelo addressed some
of his finest sonnets to her and spent long hours
in her company. She numbered among her lit
erary friends such men as Castiglione, Cardinal
Bembo and Luigi Alamanni. Castiglione was
also among the intimates of the Princesses
d'Este, as were Leonardo da Vinci, Raph^l,
Andrea Mantegna, Nicolo da Correggeo.
England, though late in catching the en
thusiasm of the Renaissance, was not behind
in achievement nor were her women back
ward. Particularly distinguished were Margaret
More, daughter of Blessed Thomas More, Lady
Elizabeth Tyrwhitt; and Lady Jane Grey, pro
ficient in classical and European languages,
skilled in the arts of music and literature, and
learned in philosophy and dialectics. Lady Jane
wrote and spoke Greek, Latin, French and Ital
ian, and studied the beginnings of Christianity
through the medium of Hebrew, Arabic and
Chaldean manuscripts. The most complete
record is that of Elizabeth Tudor, second
daughter of Henry VIII, destined by him to be
an ornament to his court as well as a source of
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pride to himself. She began to study when most
children have hardly learned their nursery
rhymes. By the age of seven her formal educa
tion, that is, the study of Greek and Latin, had
been begun under the guidance of William
Grindall, son of the famous Archbishop of
Canterbury. In accordance with the educa
tional ideas of her day, study of these two lan
guages was continued until she read them as
easily as her native tongue. And, although
Henry often expressed contempt for women,
when it was a question of the education of his
daughters he gave them the same scholarly clas
sical education which he had received. Thus
Elizabeth and her sister, the future Queen
Mary, shared the tutors of their brother, the
young Prince Edward. All of Henry's children
inherited his pride, and Mary, Elizabeth and
Edward competed sturdily with each other for
intellectual supremacy. Elizabeth strove to
surpass her older sister, Mary, and Edward to
surpass Elizabeth. As a result of this competi
tion, all were exceptional students. Their love
of learning was so great that John Heywood
wrote, "As soon as it was light they (Elizabeth
and Edward) called for their books: so wel-
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come were their 'horse matutinse' that they
seemed to prevent one night's repose for the
entertainment of the morrow's schooling." Ed
ward and Elizabeth, scorning to write letters
to each other in English, carried on their cor
respondence in Latin. As a result Elizabeth ac
quired a pure and noble Ciceronian style which
she never lost, and even her English correspon
dence was tinged with these qualities of com
position. Cicero and Livy were her favorite
Latin writers, and Roger Ascham in one of his
letters wrote that "from these two authors her
knowledge of the Latin language was almost
exclusively derived."
A spirit of Hellenism had a great influence
upon her life. This was brought about by the
fact that at the time when her formal educa
tion began, the first professorship of Greek
was founded at Cambridge. She commenced the
study of this greatest of classical languages
under William Grindall and continued under
Roger Ascham, who, in speaking of her studies
in one of his letters, wrote, "The beginning of
the day was always devoted by her to the New
Testament in Greek, after which she read se
lected orations of Isocrates, and the tragedies
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of Sophocles, which I judged best adapted to
supply her tongue with the purest diction, her
mind with the most excellent precepts, and her
exalted station with a defense against the ut
most power of fortune." A beautiful relation
existed between Ascham and his pupil. Her in
terest in Greek was accentuated by an appreci
ation of his high ideals which made for a strong
bond of sympathy between them. He once
wrote: "I teach her the tongues to speak and
her modest and maidenly looks teach me works
to do, for I think she is the best disposed of any
in all Europe." Later, when she came under the
influence of her devoted step-mother, Kathe-
rine Parr, more stress was placed upon the study
of religious works than upon Greek and Latin
authors. It was then that Elizabeth made her
translation of Margaret of Navarre's The Mir
ror o/ a Sinful Soul. Later, when she was under
the tutelage of Roger Ascham, in speaking
again of Elizabeth's studies in one of his letters,
he wrote, "For her religious instruction, she
drew first from the fountains of Scripture, and
afterwards from Saint Cyprian, the Common
places of Melancthon, and similar works, which
convey pure doctrine in elegant language."
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By the time she was twelve, Elizabeth had
studied French, Italian, Spanish, Flemish and
Flebrew, which she spoke and wrote with facil
ity. She had also gained some knowledge of the
principles of geography, architecture, mathe
matics and astronomy, and had included in her
curriculum the study of the sciences which in
her time rarely formed part of the educational
program of a princess. The study of poetry was
merely a form of diversion for her leisure time
and she would sometimes amuse herself by
writing verses; these, however, were neither
particularly bad nor good. Elizabeth was well
versed in the science of music and, besides, she
was an excellent seamstress. On the second an
niversary of Prince Edward's birth, when the
nobles of England showered upon him expen
sive gifts of gold and silver, Elizabeth gave him
a little cambric shirt made by herself. She was
at the time only six years old, but her exquisite
workmanship called forth many compliments.
One of Elizabeth's well-known weaknesses
was a prideful display of learning. Numerous
anecdotes are told of her exhibitions of intel
lectual skill. Often breaking forth into Latin,
which she spoke exceptionally well, she would
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carry on a conversation with ease and fluency
in that language in a loud voice in order to as
tonish a foreign ambassador or other dignitary
near by. As Queen, it was often also her de
light to astonish a foreign minister with the
ease with which she could converse in his na
tive language. The story of her extemporane
ous oration to the Spanish ambassador, which
she regretted that Essex had not been present
to hear, is a well-known example of this inordi
nate desire for admiration. A book of prayers
which she wrote in four languages was left
carelessly around that all might see it.
Elizabeth had little doubt that one day she
would reign as queen. Katherine Parr, her kind
step-mother, also recognized this and on her
deathbed said to Elizabeth, "God has given you
great qualities; cultivate them always, and
labour to improve them, for I believe that you
are destined by Heaven to be Queen of Eng
land." Elizabeth held like premonitions, but
she was clever enough to conceal her ambition.
She betrayed herself perhaps only in the zeal
with which she studied history, "the true
science for royal students." She often devoted
as much as three hours a day to the study of
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this subject, and there were few books or man
uscripts of history and biography in any lan
guage which she did not read. It is interesting
to think of Elizabeth as among those mon-^
archs who weighed the wisdom of Machiavelli's
Prince.
But Renaissance enthusiasm was not con
fined to the nobility. An equal zeal for learning
spread to homes of lesser rank; Margaret More,
for instance, "the Ornament of Britain," has
been justly celebrated for her talents as well as
for her loyalties. Sir Thomas More had decided
opinions on the education of girls. He stands
foremost in the ranks of the defenders of
women's education. He believed that it was as
important to train their intellects as to train
those of boys; hence his daughters received ex
cellent educations.
Harpsfield, in his life of Sir Thomas More,
wrote that Margaret was "nearest to her father
as well in wit, learning, and virtue, as also in
merry and pleasant talk, and in feature of
body." The scope of her education was wide.
In common with other accomplished women
of her age, she composed in Greek and Latin,
both verse and prose, and that most eloquently.
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"Her wit was sharp and quick." Her knowl
edge of Latin was so extensive that she once
corrected a corrupted passage in Saint Cyprian
by supplying the right words. Another time in
reply to one of Quintilian's orations she wrote a
defense of the rich man whom he had accused
of having poisoned a poor man's bees with cer
tain venomous flowers which he had planted in
his garden, and as Cresacre More wrote, "It was
so eloquent and witty, that it may strive with
his". Margaret More also made translations
from the Greek. Her translation of Eusebius
was excellent, though it was not printed out of
courtesy to Christopherson, who had made one
shortly before. Sir Thomas More and Margaret,
in order to keep up the perfection of their
Latin, would often make Latin translations of
English passages. Margaret's were usually so
excellent that they rivalled those of her father.
Cresacre More wrote that "she made also a
treatise of the Four Last Things which her
father sincerely protested that it was better
than his, and therefore, it may be, never fin
ished his."
Besides being an excellent Greek and Latin
student, Margaret also made an extensive study
of philosophy and of music. She knew arithme-
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tic and the sciences of the day. She studied
astronomy and devoted much of her time to
the pursuit of literature. She even turned her
attention to medical science; her father in
one of his letters to her wrote, "I earnestly hope
that you will devote the rest of your life to
medical science and sacred literature, so that
you may be well furnished for the whole scope
of human life, which is to have a healthy soul
in a healthy body."
Even after her marriage to William Roper,
Margaret More continued to study, her hus
band sharing in her studies. Her fame as a
scholar spread even to Europe, but, true to her
father's teachings, which had filled her with a
hatred of vainglory, and which had taught her
not to consider pride as the "end for which
knowledge and virtue should be cultivated",
Margaret remained a simple, natural and un
affected girl. She won the esteem nevertheless
of all the great scholars of Europe. Erasmus
wrote many letters to her and even dedicated
to her his commentaries on certain hymns of
Prudentius. She well deserved to be called "the
flower of all the learned matrons of England."
Perhaps Roger Ascham has best summarized
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the Renaissance ideal for women, particularly
those of England in the following passage:
"The lady Elizabeth has completed her six
teenth year, and so much solidity of under
standing, such courtesy united with dignity,
has never been observed at so early an age. She
has the most ardent love of true religion, and the
best kind of literature; the constitution of her
mind is exempt from female weakness, and she
is endowed with masculine power of applica
tion; no apprehension can be quicker than hers,
no memory more retentive."
But, whither from us has flown this Renais
sance erudition? Have we in the twentieth cen
tury any counterparts of the ladies d'Este, Co-
lonna, or More?
Mary Barbara Lins '33
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OUR VICTORIAN TASTES
WE have adopted with delight Vic
torian style in hats, sleeves, and
plaids as though they held a charm
borrowed from far and almost
forgotten parts. Yet, in reality, we have not yet
lived beyond the confines of Victorianism save
for a few sporadic gestures. We don't faint at
proposals of matrimony, but we yet look with
guarded glance at women who place emphasis
on careers rather than cradles; and even the
sub-deb now flaunts ethical theories with a
Victorian unction of self-righteousness. Per
haps our delight in Tennyson's Victorian Ar
thur is as telling an indication as any of our
failures to creep beyond the heaviness that
clouded our nineteenth century grandmothers,
who took pattern of the sober German-English
queen and carried on the pallid flag of Puri
tanism.
We enjoy Tennyson as a master poet; we de
light in the melody of his verse and his grace
ful retelling of legends, but what really thrills
us is his moral ardor as seen in lines such as "My
strength is as the strength of ten because my
heart is pure" or "in the flesh thou hast sinned,
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and mine own flesh, here looking down on
thine polluted, cries 'I loathe thee.' "
Tennyson's source, however. Sir Thomas
Malory's Morte d'Arthur, is filled with greater
reality, greater adventure, loftier aspiration,
higher regard for moral values —not lifeless
Puritanical morals, but morals consonant with
the difficulties of the human pilgrimage. Most
of Malory's artistic virtues Victorian Tenny
son overlooked, so blinded was he by a narrow
didacticism and the glamor of an arid morality
possible only to a self-centered king who was
half fairy.
The historical King Arthur was a barbaric
Saxon chieftain, doubtless of great prowess
but with few ideals other than those of the
chase and battlefield. By the fifteenth century,
he had become adopted by the western world
as a legendary hero and was celebrated in great
epic cycles of Wales, Cornwall, Italy, Ger
many, and Brittany as well as Norman Eng
land. Malory, Arthur's greatest English chron
icler, read into the character chivalric ideals
and love of the Christian Church, blended with
Celtic mysticism and romance. Chivalric deeds,
as Malory imagined them, are not historically
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but rather ideally true. Chivalry, historians in
form us, grew out of the need for the strong
to protect the weak, a need for Christians to
protect the Church when it was in peril from
attacks by pagans. Chivalry was also an expres
sion of class pride and prejudice when nobles
were few, freedmen inconsiderable in numbers,
and serfs innumerable. A gentleman's station
could be told by his prowess as a horseman and
as a fighter for causes which could never be in
terpreted as mercenary. One unskilled in horse
manship was scorned as much as was a coward.
The ideal of chivalry as expressed by Malory
was "to fall not to vice or sin but to follow
virtue by which one may come to fame and re
nown in this life and, after that short and tran
sitory life to come to everlasting life in heaven."
The influence of Catholic asceticism is felt in
this ideal.
But Malory is more than the idealizer of an
age remote enough to seem romantic. He is a
prince of story tellers. His narrative is swift
and exciting. His stages are crowded not only
with adventure, but with many noble and in
teresting men and women. And on every page
there throbs life, real, vigorous, even brutal, al-
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most repulsive at times, but never with the seri
ousness of Spenser or the flippancy of Chaucer
or the heaviness of Tennyson.
In his cycles Tennyson took Malory's leg
ends, but colored them with puritanical didac
ticism. The adventure of the earlier legend was
given a philanthropic purposefulness; love led
to glory only through marriage; asceticism as a
means of reaching the kingdom of heaven was
displaced by loyalty of individuals to self-im
posed ideals of which one of the greatest was
the Victorian interpretation of marital love.
Tennyson has eliminated the fire, adventure,
and life to be found in Malory's version. He saw
in the chivalric ideals only such ideals as were
developed by the nineteenth century Puritans.
But more than time separated these two peri
ods; a whole civilization separated them. One
was full of color, martial, eager, adventurous,
unafraid; the other was pale, supernatural,
proper, subdued and timid.
In the Malory version, sympathy is deliber^
ately directed toward Launcelot as the greatest
of the knights. His character, however, is not
ideal but real. This we see best expressed in the
praise bestowed on him at death by Sir Ector,
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who recalled that he was brave, skillful, cour
teous, loyal. He was strong, but not strong
enough to keep from weeping on parting
from Guinevere nor strong enough to keep
from swooning when she was buried; he was
good among knights, but stern to mortal foe;
meek and gentle, but only in the presence of
ladies; a true friend and constant lover but to
the wife of his king. Malory's Guinevere re
pents because, she says, "I trust through God's
grace that after my death to have a sight of the
blessed face of Christ and at doomsday to sit on
His right side, for as sinful as I ever was, are
saints in heaven."
Tennyson's Guinevere repents because, as she
had feared,
"The smouldering scandal broke and blazed
Before the people and our Lord the King."
Guinevere in Malory's version does not hide
herself and remain apart from human contact
while she is in the convent but "so when she
might speak, she called ladies and gentlemen to
her"
Guinevere of the Idylls
"Had fled the court and sat
There in the holy house at Almesbury
Weeping, none with her save a little maid.
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A novice: one low light betwixt them
burn'd."
a fitting setting for one who hid not because of
sorrow or hope of gaining God's grace but be
cause the scandal of her love affair had broken
and spread among her people. The emotion and
natural pathos as expressed by Malory in the
last parting between Guinevere and Launcelot:
"And when she saw him she swooned thrice ...
then she said ... I require thee and beseech thee
heartily, for all the love that ever was betwixt
us, that thou never see me more in the visage...
For as well as I have loved thee, mine heart will
not serve me to see thee; for through thee and
me is the flower of kings and knights de
stroyed."
And said Sir Launcelot, "For I take record of
God, in you I have had mine earthly joy. And if
I had found you now so disposed, I had cast me
to have had you into mine own realm . . .
Wherefore, madam, I pray you kiss me, and
never no more."
Said the queen, "Nay, that shall I never do,
but abstain you from such works."
And they departed. "And the ladies bare the
queen to her chamber and Sir Launcelot went
into the forest weeping."
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In comparison with this Tennyson's version
lacks emotion and human feeling.
"Passion-pale they met
And greeted. Hands in hands, and eye to eye
Low on the border of her couch they sat
Stammering and staring. It was their last hour,
a madness of farewells . . .
'The end is come, and I am shamed forever.
.. . but rise, and fly to my strong castle
overseas:
There will I hide thee, till my life shall end.' "
She answered
" 'Would God that thou couldst hide me from
myself!
Yet rise now, and let us fly.
For I will draw me into sanctuary
And bide my doom!' "
So Launcelot got her horse
"And rode to the divided way.
There kissed and parted weeping . . .
And in herself she moan'd 'Too late, too
late!'"
There is something fine, unafraid and strong
about Malory's Guinevere and Launcelot. Ten
nyson's Guinevere and Launcelot seem cowr
ardly, enjoying their amour until the moment
when they were shamefully exposed.
Tennyson builds Arthur into a symbol of all
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that he believes to be morally good in life.
Arthur, the figure which he wishes us to ad
mire, is ideal rather than real. His human at
tributes are drowned in self-conscious moral
izing on Tennyson's part. For example, in
Arthur's attitude toward Guinevere after he
has learned of her sin:
" 'And all is past, the sin is sinn'd and I,
Lo, I forgive thee, as Eternal God
Forgives: do thou for thine own soul the
rest.
Hereafter in that world where all are
We two may meet before high God, and thou
Wilt spring to me, and claim me thine, and
know j
I am thine husband—not a smaller soul.
And while she grovell'd at his feet,
She felt the king's breath wander o er l^r neck,
And, in the darkness o'er her fallen head,
Perceived the waving of his hands that blest.
Malory's Arthur is not ashamed really to
forgive Guinevere and take her back into his
kingdom. Tennyson rejects the early accounts
of Arthur's youthful indiscretions. In his story
the kingdom is ruined by Launcelot s guilty
passion but not at all through any weakness of
the king.
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Tennyson fails artistically in his attempt to
make Arthur an idol to be worshipped by his
readers. The sympathy of a critical reader goes
to Guinevere and Launcelot perhaps for no
other reason than that they are human. Arthur
curiously enough acts more like a cad than a
noble king. He is too conscious of his own
greatness actually to take on greatness. Tenny
son, indeed, gives the reader no more in moral
teaching than does Malory, and his poems,
though metrically beautiful, lack the fire, the
naturalness and the power of the earlier
writing.
Yet we, like Victorians, chant with Tenny
son in joyous self-righteous unction, imagining
ourselves in Arthur's place:
"I found Him in the shining of the stars,
I mark'd Him in the flowering of His fields.
But in His ways with men I find Him not.
I waged His wars, and now I pass and die."
Imelda Greene '34
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JOHANNES BRAHMS
1833 —1897Great works of art, as Huneker has
said, are "the arduous victories of
great minds over great imaginations."
Wordsworth wrote that "poetry is the
expression of emotion recollected in tranquil-
ity." After emotion has been reflected upon
and new capabilities of expression developed,
it is subordinated to plastic beauty. "The ro
mantic takes on classical perfection." Brahms
made "the beautiful but fragmentary and
wayward feelings" of Schumann and his fel
lows more intelligible; he clarified their tur-
gidity, and subordinated their conflicts in a
less complex harmony. He discovered "how
rugged melodies, outlines, bold harmonic pro
gressions, and the large spanned phases of
modern musical thought could be organized
and brought into that unity in variety which
IS beauty." He ever consciously schooled his ti
tanic imagination. He was "last of the immor
tals, the one whom Bulow ranked with Bach
and Beethoven, the one upon whom Schumann
lavished both praise and prophecy."
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Johannes Brahms was born just a century
ago and died a few years before the nineteen
hundreds. Outwardly, but only outwardly, his
life was uneventful. In manner he was occa
sionally gruff, but by nature simple and gener
ous. There are many endearing anecdotes re
lated of him. This man whose great lyrical gift
drew some fifty poets to submit their work to
him, delighted in composing themes for folk
tales to delight the children of Clara Schumann.
Another pretty story which shows both "his
modesty and catholicity of taste recounts how
all the musical friends of the wife of Johann
Strauss, the great waltz composer, were writing
their names with phrases from their works on
her fan. When it was his turn, the composer of
the German Requiem wrote the opening phrase
of the "Blue Danube" waltz, and underneath it
the words "Not, I regret to say, by your devot
ed friend Johannes Brahms." His pleasures were
simple and "homely, but his ambitions were
inward and vital." This double note gives the
key to the duality of Brahms' character. His
unique greatness depends on his wholesome-
ness, sympathy and unaffectedness as well as
on intellectual breadth and synthetic power.
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"In music he prized equally the simplest ele
ments like old German folk-songs or the Hun
garian dances and the most complex artistic
forms that have been evolved from them by
creative genius. Like Bach and Beethoven, he
spanned the whole range of human interests;
deep feeling fills his music with primitive ex
pressions and at the same time great intellectual
power gives it the utmost scope and com
plexity." At times, in his life as well as in his
works he sounded the note of the sublime, the
austere. He re-echoed Spenser's and Milton's
ideas of fame. He would make no concessions
to popularity, the easy and tawdry triumph he
despised. He did not seek to make an external
impression. From the first he directed his
thoughts and aspirations towards the realm of
pure music. He kept before himself the ideal
in tones; the highest, the most lofty, the purest,
the most poetic. As opposed to the enthusiasm
of his day for program music, he gave to his
pieces a classic generic title such as Intermezzo,
Gapriccio, Rhapsody, Ballade. Though the idol
of the Schumann circle by the time that he was
twenty-one, Brahms yet withdrew from the
musical world and imposed upon himself a long
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course of the severest study, foregoing for a
while the eloquent but ill-controlled expres
sion hitherto his in order to acquire a broader,
firmer, purer and stronger style—veritably an
other Horton.
As a composer, Brahms was classic, roman
tic, and modern. He was "a realist with great
imagination, both classicist and romanticist,
and led music back in its proper channels by
showing that a phenomenal sense of form and
a mastery of polyphony second only to Bach
are not incompatible with progress, with the
faculty of uttering new things in a new way.
Like W^agner, Brahms expressed the romantic
spirit, but unlike the other German composer,
he developed romantic themes not through a
process of exposition, but through a process of
concentration. This treatment he evolved
from his use of the old Dorian and Phrygian
modes with fifteenth and sixteenth century
techniques, and weaving together the poly
phony of Bach and the homophony of Bee
thoven. And indeed Brahms uttered new
things in new ways too. While he absorbed
with giant-like ease the individualizatioh of
voices and the severity of Bach, yet he is a mod-
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ern among moderns." He "seems so near, so
intimate, so full of vitality, while the romantic
music has a flavor of the rococo, of the per
fume of the salon, of that stale and morbid and
extravagant time when the classics were defiled
and Berlioz thought to be a bigger man than
Beethoven." And Brahms' work is thoroughly
modern in its thematic handling. "While the
actual melodic germ is very small, the develop
ment into the leading subject takes it over a
considerable range of rhythm and harmony
and brings it to us with almost a song-like char
acter. If very legato it is nevertheless most
appealing and, earnest, in its harmonic treat
ment." Brahms' emphasis too is on the entire
orchestral effect rather than the part of the
individual instrument.
Brahms, it is true, had a lack of feeling for
the purely sensuous side of music, for clear rich
tone combination. This aggravated his oc
casional over-intellectualization, the dry for
malism, into which in his synthesis and formu
lation he was sometimes led.
But these are incidental faults. Brahms*
spirit is enduring. This composer, who at times
wrestled with the pure idea recognized even
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early in life that "feelings were valuable not
for their mere poignancy but by their effect on
the central spirit, and he labored incessantly to
express them with eloquence and yet with con
trol." Brahms' unique greatness among mod
ern composers consisted in his ability to infuse
"pure morning joy" into his music "in which
all personal passion is made accessory to
beauty."
Alice Duffy '54
My Love Is A Candle
My love is a candle that never grows less
But ever gleams the same
And glows in my heart and lights all my life
With a white, enduring flame.
Betty M. Garland '54
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SAINT DOMINIC'S ORANGE TREE
The story of the orange tree of Saint
Dominic is entwined with the history
of the development of the great Order
of Preachers. The long chain of events
which binds together the legend of this orange
tree and the history of the Dominican Friars,
finds its beginnings in the very character of its
founder. Saint Dominic was the leading intel
lectual light of his age. This ideal knight of the
Church, "valorous, chivalrous, magnanimous,"
founded his Order for the teaching of Truth.
Dante wrote in his beautiful appreciation of
Saint Dominic, "It was because of his love for
the Divine Truth, and not for the world, that
he became a great doctor in a short time; and
he came before the throne of Peter, not to seek
dispensations of tithes, or the best benefices, or
the patrimony of the poor, but only for free
dom to combat the errors of the world by the
word of God. Thus armed with his doctrine
and his mighty will, he went forth to his apos
tolic ministry even as some mountain torrent
precipitates itself from a rocky height. And
the impetuosity of that great flood, throwing
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itself on the heresies that stemmed its way,
flowed on far and wide, and broke into many
a stream that watered the garden of the
Church."^
His weapons to combat the errors of the
world were the Epistles of Saint Paul and the
Doctrines of Cassain. Never for a moment did
these books leave him; he always carried them,
along with a copy of the Gospel of Saint Mat
thew, slung at his belt. Because of his intellec
tual genius, and because he taught the doc
trines of Saint Paul, he was made Master of the
Sacred Palace. And even today a Dominican
Friar holds this position as instructor of theol
ogy at the Vatican.
Because of Saint Dominic's ofiice as Master
of the Sacred Palace in Rome, in 1218 Pope
Honorius III gave him the convent and Church
of Santa Sabina as a novitiate for the Friars
Preachers. Here Saint Dominic carried on his
great work of the preaching and teaching of
Truth. A description of the Church of Santa
Sabina is given in Pere Lacordaire's *'Vie de
Saint Dominique". As he pictured the convent,
"The Church of Santa Sabina is built on the
'^Varadiso, Canto XII, line 82-lOJ:
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Aventine Hill. Its walls are on the highest and
most abrupt part of that hill, just above the
narrow shores against which the Tiber mur
murs as it flows away from Rome, and dashes
with its waves against the ruined bridge which
Horatius Codes defended against Porsenna.
Two rows of ancient columns, supporting a
roof, the beams of which are visible, divide the
Church into three naves, each terminated by an
altar. It is a primitive Basilica in all the glory
of its simplicity. From the windows of the con
vent the eye wanders over the interior of Rome,
and stops only at the hill of the Vatican. Two
winding paths lead down to the city, one con
ducts to the Tiber, the other to one of the angles
of the Palatine Mount, near the Church of
Saint Anastasia. This was the road which Saint
Dominic had to take in order to go from Santa
Sabina to Saint Sextius. No path on earth has
preserved more vividly the traces of his foot
steps. Nearly every day for more than six
months he descended it or climbed its steep as
cent, carrying from one convent to the other
the fire of his charity. Since then a colony of
the children of Saint Dominic has never ceased
to live within the walls of Santa Sabina. The
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convent possesses the narrow cell where the
Saint sometimes withdrew, the hall where he
gave the habit to Saint Hyacinth and Blessed
Ceslaus, and in a corner of the garden an orange
tree planted by himself extends its golden fruit
to the pious hand of the citizen or the pilgrim."
This is the orange-tree about which the legend
of the Dominican Order is woven.
Saint Dominic was very fond of trees, and
had made it a custom to plant them at all his
convents. At Santa Sabina he had planted with
his own hands in one of the corners of the clois
ter, a young orange tree, which grew and flour
ished even as the Order.
Although the Order of Friars Preachers is
the only order which has preserved itself intact
to the present day, and is now exactly as its
founder left it and intended it to be, yet there
came a time in the late eighteenth century and
early nineteenth century when the old vigor
and strength of the Dominicans waned. Their
schools were small and poor; their hospitals and
convents dilapidated. The Order seemed to be
in a state of decay, its vigor and glory but
memories of the past. Now, at the same time,
the orange tree planted by St. Dominic at
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Santa Sabina was in a like feeble condition. No
longer did it send forth new shoots. No longer
was it covered with blossoms and fruit. It
withered and seemed dead and its condition
symbolized the condition of the Order. Do-
minicanism seemed, as Cardinal Newman ex
pressed it in the nineteenth century, "a great
idea extinct."
Suddenly there came a revival. The impulse
was given in France under the direction of the
brilliant though wrongly-directed Abbe de
Lamennais through his journal, L'Avenir. The
Abbe attracted to himself a group of brilliant
young men among whom was Lacordaire,
whose intellectual genius and powers of ora
tory had made him the special friend of the
leader. Finally the Church demanded either
the retraction of de Lamennais' wrong state
ments or his resignation from the Church. This
man whose tragic life cannot but arouse a feel
ing of pity that such a brilliant mind should
have been so wrongly directed, refused through
pride to retract his statements. Lacordaire,
recognizing the right of the Church, broke
with the Abbe and found consolation for the
sorrow caused by this rupture in the realiza-
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tion of a vocation to the Dominican Order. He
passed his novitiate at Santa Sabina. With
him he drew such famous men as Besson,
Requedat, Piel, Hernsheim and the Most
Reverend Pere Jandel. These men formed the
nucleus of the group which through their en
thusiasm and Vitality brought about the re
birth of the Order of Saint Dominic. They gave
the impetus which the Friars Preachers needed
and from them came this second revival and
triumph of Dominicanism. The Order of
Friars Preachers was revitalized. The Order of
Saint Dominic arose once again to the high
place it had occupied in the previous centuries.
In the meantime, a similar rebirth had come
to the orange tree! Suddenly from the old stalk
there shot forth strong new shoots during the
very same year in which Lacordaire had come
to Santa Sabina. The withered tree grew and
flourished, and once again was covered with
blossoms and fruit. From the coincidence of
its rebirth in the same year of the rebirth of the
Order a legend grew. The orange tree became
a happy symbol of the renewed vigor and
strength of the Order of Friars Preachers. It
was regarded as a prophetic sign of encourage-
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ment to the new movement. Then it came to be
regarded as a symbol of the material and spir
itual welfare and development of the Order.
Great care has been taken to preserve it. Today
it has reached a marvelous height and is a just
symbol of the full and rich development of the
Order of Saint Dominic.
The next chain of events in the history of
the orange tree is connected with our own San
Rafael. In 1895 a Captain St. Hubert, whose
daughter was a pupil in the Dominican con
vent of Saint Rose in San Francisco, visited the
convent of Santa Sabina while traveling in
Europe. As he was especially interested in the
Dominicans, one of the lay brothers of the con
vent gave him a slip of Saint Dominic's tree.
He put this slip, hardly more than three or four
inches tall, in a little pot and sent it on to San
Rafael. It waited for three months in the cus
tom house, but luckily was well-cared for by
one of the officials. Finally it reached San
Rafael, and with great ceremony was planted
in the garden. Sister Catherine, who had charge
of the gardens then, expended loving care on
the tree. She pruned and watered it regularly,
and in the winter, to protect it from the frosts.
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she would cover it carefully with sacks each
night. Fortunately nothing happened to de
stroy it and, like its parent tree, the slip grew
and flourished. It stands on the lawn in front
of the Administration building, at the edge of
the straight path across from Forest Meadows,
the second tree from Acacia Avenue. It has
grown tall and full and every year is covered
with blossoms and fruit. Even the blighting
frost of this unprecedented winter has left un
touched this orange tree of Saint Dominic.
Mary Barbara Lins '33
Crossroads
Why—on a day so full of spring,
When grass is green and sun is high,
And gardens glow—must we two stand,
Here at the crossroads, and say good-bye?
Betty M. Garland '34
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TO THE FALLS
The eastern hills of Marin County
have long been famous as inviting to
trampers and picknickers. And each
Dominican College girl of the least ath
letic or nature-loving bent has her favorite
walk. It has always seemed to me that the walk
to the falls is most delightful in the early spring
when the heavy rains have left a clear stream
flowing beside the path. I find myself running
along over green meadows, under cool trees be
side pleasant clusters of vines. The sun shines
through the leaves making curious little figures
and odd designs on the ground. I bend low to
pass an overhanging bough, or shrink at the
sight of poison-oak. Then suddenly comes a
shaded glade; here imagination wanders to the
creeping animals of a large forest as one walks
a little faster. The stream crosses the path and
there is no bridge, so I retrace the last ten steps
and run to the edge where a flying leap lands
me on the other side. The ground here is kept
damp by the trees and I step on dead bark and
press the water from it as I stride by. Now I
hear the water falling on rocks—immediately
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I run as though I had never seen theFalls before.
I climb to the top of the huge pile of rocks,
then under some foliage, and there, high above
is a stream of water splashing over huge boul
ders.
It is not really a great waterfall. It is so small
that, in fact, it fails to last the entire year. But
there is grace in its long fall, and a compelling
attractiveness. One can sit at its bottom and
enjoy the splash and rustle of the water. And if
ambitious, one can climb the fifty feet to the
top. But it isn't really the Falls one remembers
for this jaunt. It is the going and coming, the
gentle hills, the sky atop their rounded crests,
the leafiness, and the temptation to go on and
on in joyous abandon to various pleasant expe
riences.
Virginia Flannery '3 5
Sweet, heady wine from white stocks and roses
Amber dew from the blossoming tree;
All have been stolen, the thief I suppose is
That bold, buzzing fellow the reveller bee.
Jacqueline—Marie Harkins
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THE MEADOWLANDS GATE
TWO big stone posts with rustic swing
ing gates standing there solitary—the
Meadowlands gates. Newcomers won
der why they are not joined by a fence
or why they are there at all, but the seniors
and even the juniors can recall for us the tall
cypress hedge that used to enclose the Meadow-
lands garden, a thick, black, cobwebby hedge
that was the last thing to send them on their
way on Friday afternoons and the first to greet
them as they approached the campus Sunday
night. And during the week it used to be the
first reminder that there would only be a "few
minutes to Fanjeaux, the open fire, and din
ner."
It is odd to think of gates to a place not en
closed, but when one looks at these they seem
quite as if they belong at the end of the long
driveway. They have their use in barring out
automobiles after nightfall, but to us they are
the entrance to a sunlit garden.
Helen Hiserman '3 5
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THE FISHPOND
The fishpond is in a dark and lonely spot
of mystery. All around is the sunny, gay
color of the garden, but a short, breath
less run up its few little stairs of ap
proach and one is suddenly in this place of
serene solitude. The white daintiness of a cle
matis vine greets one. Then appears the black
ness of the sheltered rock-set pool flecked
perhaps with stray bits of sunlight. Now and
then a lazy goldfish glides along, and resplen
dent ebony water bugs dart and skim about the
surface. One generally sits awhile on the old
bench under the great tree and dreams, content
to be half conscious of the fragrance ^
garden nearby. Or perhaps one likes to clunb
childishly the tiny steps that curve behmd the
pool and view it from just above the water,
fearfully watching not to be caught at this
childish pleasure.
Lois Smith 3 5
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THE BAY TREESWEST of Edge Hill lies a bright
meadow. A green-picketed fence
encircles it, and the sun shines
strongly down upon it. A border
of trees girds it. At the back a thick curtain of
bay-leaves sweeps toward the ground, a pro
fusion of dark-green leaves, black and sombre,
against the sunny meadow. One approaches
these trees by a zig-zag path and explores be
hind the curtain. Here an unexpected scene
greets the eye. Gray, gnarled trunks are con
torted into strange postures, bending to the
ground from a great height. A vast hall
stretches beneath. A sense of mystery pervades
the place. One feels that here in ghostly moon
light the festival of the Golden Bough might
well be celebrated. The suggestion of a strange,
dark temple is heightened by the pungent
aroma of bay-leaves which, clinging heavily
upon the air, might serve as incense for a tribal
celebration. The sense of weird remoteness is
heightened by grotesque Rackham figures in
the trees; the gnarled trunks seem alive. Two
broken limbs jutting out from one of the
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branches form the mouth of a strange, prehis
toric animal. Again they become a bird with
queer anguished look. Such fantasies at length
become too great. One is glad to come out and
find the sunshine so near.
Mary Barbara Lins '33
Spring Morning
Spring danced over the garden wall
Into the sleeping violets' green bed
And woke them. Petals unfolded at her call,
Trees bloomed white above her shining head.
Sunlight followed where she swiftly led,
Roses blossomed blushing at her kiss.
The world awoke! Across the lawns she sped
To call her friends to revel in her bliss.
Lord Love demurely walked among the flowers,
Laughter and merry Song in eager haste
To greet her ran with lithe-limbed Rhyme
And Colour and the young and carefree Hours,
While Youth, perched gaily on a sun-dial, traced
With careless finger the slanting shadow of Time.
Betty M. Garland '34
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MR. PEPLER AND THE MIMES
This spring the College has been honored
by a visit from Mr. Hilary Pepler of
Ditchling, England, who while he was
here began a course in miming. For
many years interested in child welfare work, he
is also a co-founder with Father Vincent Mc-
Nally, O.P., of St. Dominic's Press. His books
are printed on the oldest iron hand press in
England and nearly all on hand made paper.
One of them, a book on mimes, he has pre
sented to the Library. The Press is located on
a farm in Sussex, in Ditchling, a Catholic
Utopian community of printers, etchers,
sculptors, wood - carvers, silver - smiths and
weavers. The residents truly live in the spirit
of the liturgy. Every day they meet in the
village church to chant the Little Office of
the Blessed Virgin and to sing Vespers and
Compline. On religious festivals they give ap
propriate plays on the village green. Among
Mr. Pepler's friends and neighbors have been
Gilbert K. Chesterton, Hilaire Belloc, Have-
lock Ellis, Sheila K. Smith, Frank Brangwyn,
and Wilfred and Alice Meynell, through whom
he came to know Francis Thompson.
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Mr. Pepler's present visit to America is
prompted by a desire to establish here a move
ment now taken up throughout Europe to
break away from the artificialities of modern
dramatic production. The object of this move
ment is to return to the vital simplicity of the
liturgical plays of the Middle Ages, plays which
sprang from the acts of worship within the
Church, as the Mass, the Stations, and Rosary.
Mr. Pepler is a Dominican Tertiary, and
the antique mime which he sponsors, in which
the actor has to be, through gesture, the word
of the story teller, is an impressive medium of
bringing audiences to realize, through a pure
and perfect art, the sincerity which underlies a
true expression of Dominican life.
Mr. Pepler maintains that modern drama
depends so heavily upon stage scenery, stage
costume arid stage business that it has lost touch
with basic dramatic issues and in this attention
to mere decorativeness has gone far toward for
getting the responsibility of the actor as inter
preter. Yet "the art of the mime... action, un
aided by the spoken word, can be a complete
mode of expression in itself ... a handshake is
sufficient to show cordiality or reconciliation
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... We do not offer a seat or a light, nor make
any introduction of one person to another,
without employing some convention in the
action . . . Above all, there are the great acts
of baptism, marriage, death and burial. . . The
secret of this success (of the mime), from a
technical point of view, is that the action is re
duced to the simplest and most significant
movements performed without haste or con
fusion." Mr. Pepler takes as models for mimetic
expression such naturalistic but formal ges
tures as those of the figures of Giotto and Fra
Angelico. His ideal of dramatic presentation is
to achieve a series of pictures as powerful in
simplicity, restraint, and perfection as the
lovely primitive paintings and mosaics which
were supplanted by the exuberant and roman
tic and often far less powerful works of the
Renaissance.
Such innovations as miming entails are quite
in harmony with the aim of the School of Music
to encourage and foster individual research.
Originally scored rhythmical productions have
been a characteristic part of the musical tradi
tion of the College. Two of the most notable
of these in recent years have been the pan
tomime premiere of Gluck's Orpheus and
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Eurydice with a new libretto made by the
School of Music from the poem of Alfred
Noyes; and Aucassin and Nicolette done with
tenth and eleventh century trouvere music,
combined with the ultra modern ballets of
Debussy, Ravel and Albeniz in the same musi
cal idiom, modes instead of scales, sustaining a
delightful and exotic harmony throughout.
More closely related to miming were the two
mediaeval craft plays presented on the campus
in 1924 and 1928.
Mr. Pepler remained in San Rafael for some
weeks. After a few days of his tutelage, the
Stations of the Cross were impressively mimed
in the east garden of the Convent, and under
his direction rehearsals were begun for a play
especially arranged by him from the breviary
and the Book of Tobias to be performed an
nually by the College students on the feast of
Saint Raphsel. The score for the play is being
arranged by the School of Music from the
chants of the liturgy, ancient Arabian and
Byzantine tunes, and a contemporary setting
of the Psalms by Stravinsky. It is planned to
make this training in the mime based on sources
of religious drama a fixed part of the curricula
of the English and Music Departments.
Alice Duffy '34
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March Winds
O, wild March winds that wailing go.
Your every breath a note of woe,
Why do ye with such passion mourn
As if earth were of hope forlorn?
Is it because the winter dies
Before your early saddened eyes.
Or yet because the fair young spring
Must dawn to meet life's sorrowing?
The skies bend gray above the land.
The waves sob long upon the strand.
And loudly beats the icy rain
As if some giant wept in pain;
But periwinkles be ablow
Beneath the newly fallen snow.
O wild March winds be still, be still—
Good flowers close by every ill.
M. L. L.
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THE SEVEN ARTS CLUB
A GROUP of students from several de
partments have banded together this
year for a study of the development of
'"culture in Western Europe. They have
met once a week for from one to three hours
and have read and discussed poetry, played and
analyzed music, and considered the develop
ment of painting, architecture, and the minor
arts of Europe from the advent of the Teuton
to the nineteenth century. Membership has
been open to all upperclassmen interested in the
subjects under discussion, and no one has at
tended the meetings regularly who is not an
enthusiastic student of art and civilization.
This eagerness enhanced as it was by per
sistent curiosity, led to a quality of study and
research which a classroom in general calls
forth primarily for a term paper or a compre
hensive examination. As a result, there has been
talk among the members of books they want to
purchase for themselves for further study or
reference. And during the meetings there is so
much correlation of ideas on varied subjects
that class room work in many cases has been
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illuminated by information gleaned or compre
hension widened in the Seven Arts Club.
As the club develops and a nucleus of girls
become well informed in the history of western
arts, it is hoped that they may become affiliated
with some larger group of students and patrons
of art as Les Compagnons de Notre Dame and,
through the inspiration of such affiliation,
make contributions in artistic form both to an
enlarged pleasure in beautiful things and to
the honor of the Church. In imitation of Les
Compagnons de Notre Dame, they might, here
on the campus, mime beautifully a liturgical
play which had been set by members particu
larly interested in painting, embellished rnusi-
cally by those interested primarily in antique
and modern song, and acted by others whose
talents or curiosity had led them to a study of
medieval and modern poetry and drama. A
knowledge of the essence of the beautiful as it
has been comprehended by artists whose
opinions have counted, combined with a desire
for as perfect and lovely a performance as pos
sible, could easily lead to such presentations of
religious drama as might be a pleasure to other
than Dominican College audiences. How
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thrilling it would be to accomplish something
so well and so worth having done that members
of Saint Dominic's parish in San Francisco, for
instance, would invite us to present it for them.
And how deeply thrilling it would be if Do
minican College could come to be known as a
center of artistic and intellectual endeavor
where a movement was afoot not only of in
trinsic artistic value but of glory to the Church.
The Dandelion
A bit of gold a miser might have tried
To hide away; you see it as you pass.
A bit of sunlit cloud serenely tied
By unseen hands, upon the young spring grass.
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LES COMPAGNONS DE NOTRE DAME
IN nineteen hundred and twenty-four Henri
Gheon, a noted French actor, gathered to
gether a band of amateur actors, all of
whom were Catholics, and founded a so
ciety which was called Les Compagnons de
Notre Dame. The unusual ambition of his
group was:
"Pour la foi par I'art dramatique,
Pour Part dramatique en I'esprit de foi".
Membership was and is today limited to no
social or cultural group, but is open to all who
profess the Catholic religion as well as a love
for art in its purest forms. The members of the
society took a revival of mediaeval religious
drama for the medium of their expression.
These they presented so simply, beautifully,
and devoutly that they created a common
spirit of enjoyment and piety between actors
and spectators. Each year they present three
major spectacles, first in Paris and then in other
places as they are requested to do so, and often
they go to remote provinces.
The founders of the society had hoped for
a modest success, but that which they have re
ceived has been widespread. Many people have
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declared themselves weary of modern drama
with its trivial themes and pagan morals. Such
people, on the other hand, have welcomed
Christian plays, particularly those embellished
by the combined efforts of a large group of
artists of varied talents.
At present the membership of this society
reaches almost a thousand and includes the
greatest Catholic artists of our day. In har
mony with the spiritual purpose of the society
their meetings are held in the Cathedral of
Notre Dame. And, in harmony with their
artistic aspirations, they are held on the birth
days of famous artists, as Moliere, Michel
Angelo, and Bach. Works of the artist of the
day are studied and other tributes are paid to
his genius. Pere M. S. Gillet, the present Mas
ter General of the Dominican Order, was the
first chaplain of the Compagnons of Notre
Dame. He formerly delivered the sermons of
the birthday celebrations. He stressed particu
larly such principles of art or other contribu
tions as the artist had made to general culture.
His addresses proved so valuable as canons of
artistic criticism that they were published
under the title of the Cfsdo of the Artist,
Margaret Marsh '34
Helen M. Sullivan '34
PATRONS
Albert's and Company, San Rafael
The Bank of San Rafael
Dr. Arthur Barr, San Rafael
Dr. Thomas Barr, San Rafael
Barrett and Hilp, San Francisco
Camgros Gravel and Fuel Company, San Rafael
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Casassa, San Francisco
Castro's Garage, San Rafael
Cheda Company, San Rafael
C. W. Clark, M. D., San Rafael
Anne E. Collins, Hanford
R. J. Cosgriff, D.D., San Rafael
Anne Cousins, Hanford
Mrs. H. R. Cousins, Hanford
De Gregory Paint Company, San Rafael
Dominican College Alumnx Association
M. S. Edgar, M.D., San Rafael
Mrs. Eugene A. Fatjo, Santa Clara
J. C. Flannery, San Francisco
Robert M. Furlong, M.D., San Rafael
Gardner-Gravelle Company, Ltd., San Francisco
Mrs. F. M. Garland, San Diego
C. Grosjean, San Rafael
Dr. N. S. Halsey, San Rafael
Dr. Joseph O. Hawkins, San Rafael
Henry Hess Company, San Rafael
Home Dairy, San Rafael
Harry O. Hund, M.D., San Rafael
Joe's Taxi, San Rafael
Kaenal, Inc., San Rafael
Ivlrs. J. J. King, San Francisco
La Grande and White's Laundry, San Francisco
Marin County Milk Company, San Rafael
Marin County Wholesale Produce Company, San Rafael
Marin Shoe Repair Shop, Robert Romani, San Rafael
Mrs. Patrick Martin, San Diego
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore O. Martin, Honolulu, T. H.
Mrs. May O'Connell, San Francisco
Mr. and Mrs. John J. O'Toole, San Francisco
Mildred M. Prince, San Francisco
Louis L. Robinson, M.D., San Rafael
Lloyd C. Tyler, M.D., San Rafael ;
San Rafael Creamery, San Rafael /
Ceorge A. Shields and Company, San Rafael
A. A. Smith, Baker, Oregon
Sommer & Kaufmann, San Francisco
The Sophomore Class
A. C. Spalding & Bros., San Francisco
Mrs. A. Sullivan, San Francisco
Dr. and Mrs. John L. Sullivan, Marysville
Mr. and Mrs. William Walsh, Auburn
Webb and Rogers, San Rafael
Dr. Ceorge H. Willcutt, San Rafael
The Women's Athletic Association of Dominican College
Jas. J. Cillick and Company, Berkeley
Commercial Art and Engraving Company, San Francisco
B. Franklin Moore du Charme Studio, San Francisco
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